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ABSTRACT

There seems to be good reason for believing that extra fertility

affects the size and "quality" of the labor force in ways that raise income

inequalities. Fertility, like immigration, seems to reduce the average

"quality" of the labor force, by reducing the amounts of family and public

school resources devoted to each child. The retardation in the historic

improvement in labor force quality has in turn held back the rise in the

incomes of the unskilled relative to ~hose enjoyed by skilled labor and

wealthholders.

These connections have been revealed by a.comparison of trends in

American income inequality with trends in fertility, immigration, and the

growth in the size and quality of the labor force. Inequalities rose

gradually on all fronts in the century before World War I, when the supply

of unskilled labor was recurrently fed by large immigration inflows. As

fertility continued to decline and immigration was shut off around World

War I, inequalities in income began to contract and continued to do so

until about the end of the Korean War. Since then income inequa~ity has

sho,YU no clear upward or downward trend. It appears likely, from data on

their numbers and schooling, that the passage of baby-boom children into

the labor force will be one force countering any further equalization of

incomes for the rest of the 1970s. The historical evidence in favor of

these conclusions is not airtight, however. It is always possible to con

struct other, more elaborate, hypotheses to explain the swings in American

income inequality. Yet at some point simplicity is to be preferred, and

the reasoning linking inequality to fertility and labor supply has fewer

cumbersome working parts than others that happen to fit American experience.
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'in in:come;, I thJ;:'o.ugh birth restriction ~ while, qui,te dis tant ~ may be very high.



1,:,1 FERTILITY ,AND THE 11ACROECONOllICS OF. INEQUALITY

T. '," ,What 'Theory Sugges ts

"The 196.0s and the start of the 1970s "Jere a period 'of agitation for less

ine.q'ua1ityand less discrimination, and also a period of concern over :the

cons~quences of high fertility and population gro\vth. Yet the t,..;ro sets of

concerns ~ere not joined. Jencks' monumental Inequality (1972), for example,

passed lover family size (and other factors) as sources of inequality. The

iconcern,aboutfertili ty and population growth remained tied to the fight for

'el1vironmentalqua1ity. Only occasionally was it even suggested that fertility

'and the ,expansion of the labor force might have been major determinants of

the,d,egree of income inequality.

,Yet :there are several theoretical reasons frr expecting reductions in fertility

t,t'o,turnintoreductions in income inequality a generation later. There

are,firs,t, 'two microeconomic effects that should link declining fertility

to ,a later .levelling of incomes through the effects of family inputs on

, :'cih'ilda'chievements:

/(:1) A reduction in fertility lowers the dispersion of family
sizes, since birth restriction typically reduces the number
of ,children born into very large families by a greater
percentage than it reduces the number of first and second

,children. Since larger family size seems like a factor that
should retard the development of earning capacity in individual
children, the reduction in family size, differences ought
to reduce later earnings ~nequality.

i(:2) , Since 'about 1910, birth restriction has on balance reduced
the share of children born into poor and less educated families.
The same should be true of birth restrictions from 1970 into
the 'future, since surveys have found that in the 1960' s
unwanted births were still a greater share of total births
among the poor. l Birth ,restriction should thus tend to
lower income inequal ity by cutting down on the share' of children
born ,into the extreme disadvantage of being uI;lwanted members
of iar~e low-income families. 2

There is a "stra.in on public schools" reason for suspecting that

l:owerfertility means less inequality:

'<'(3) If the total ,amount of philanthropic and taxpayer support
.for schooling is characterized by inertia, then the strain
on schoolsystem$ should be directly related to the share
,of the population tha.t is of school age. Reducing births

,1
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may reduce the ratio of children to adults more than it
reduces public (and philanthropic) school expendi~ures per
adult, so that the smaller cohort of school-age children~

enjoys greater public educational outlays per child. To
the extent that this public-support effect is more relevant
below college than it is for public funding of higher educa
tidn, the extra pUblic expenditures per child should help
the most disadvantaged children the most. This should reduce
inequalities of schooling and income.

There are also sever~n macroecon'omic rec'3.sons for believing in a

long-run link between fertility and inequality. Some of these relate to

the presumed effects of fertility, through labor supply, on the structure

, of wage rates and the level of profits:

(4) A drop in fertility means fewer labor-force entrants a.
generation later. This in turn should accelerate the rise
of all employee wage ra.tes--skilled a.nd unskilled--relative
to profit rates and to rates of return on ptoperty.3 Since
the ownership of property is almost always distributed less
equally than is human earning power,4 a rise in employee
wage rates relative to rates of return for property-holders
and profit recipients makes income more equally distributed.

(5) Among employees, the reduced dispersion, and higher average
level, of skills caused by the microeconomic effects of
birth reduction (see [lJ and [2] above) should further
reduce inequality of earnings by bidding down the premia
earned by higher-paid employees. That is, fertility re
duction should raise the wage ra.tes of unskilled labor
more than it raises skilled wage rates. 5

Other macroeconomic arguments relate to the effects of changes in fertility

on the demand for final products. Extra children, like extra immigrants

or a decline in incomes, will tend to shift consumer demand somewhat toward

agricultural products, especially food. This suggests that a decline in

fertility should tend to have three effects on overall inequali~y:

(6) By shifting dema.nd away from a.gricultura.l products, reductions
in fertility may lower the relative price of these products.
This would tend to reduce inequalities in real purchasing
power to the extent that agricultural products a.re a. greater
share of the cost of living of poor families than of rich.

(7) The same demand shift would cause a shift of labor a.nd capital
out of agriculture, in proportions that would reduce the
farm sector's share of total labor employment more noti,ceably
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,tha,n',:,its share'oftota.l cap ital employment would be reduced.
'This shift' of low-paid la.bor out of agriculture into what
wi\lltendtobe ·higher-pa.id jobs elsewhere shouid reduce
inequa.lity somewha.t, farm la.bor being among the lowest paid
inJthe country~

(8.) On':the other hand, the shift in dema,nd a.wa.y from;a.griculture
is a.shifttoward sectors that use low-paid la.bor less
intensively. This might weaken the rela,tive pay position
of ,unskilled laborers somewhat, ca.using a counter-"tendency
toward, 'inequa,lity ~

These "three' demand eff.ects of. fertility decline are each proba.bly of less

,magni,·tude'than the other macroeconomic effects, which opera,ted through labor

'supp~y~> The "net demand effect is also not likely to be large, since the

'last'dema:nd effect pulls in the opposite direction from the first two.

For reasons like these, theory tends to f 9,ypr the argument that fertility

should:be.positively .linked .to inequality. Mo§'t general-equilibrium models

impJ;y'thata rise'in the labor force, as would result from rising fertility

,wi:th';a 1ag:of' one generation, ,\'7ould lower wage rates and raise returns on

capital.' "E:cOnometric models also suggest that an exogenous rise in the

labor.forceshouldretardthe.advance of wage rates even in the short run

(~~g., ,HetcaH [1972]). A recent ffiQdel simulating the effects on birth rates

'orL'inequali;tyfrom generation to generation predicts ~7hat (1) and (2) above

·p~edd:ct",(Pryor[1973]). As far as. theory goes, the arguments above seem

:reasona.ble~ ..Do.theyfit the history of income distribution in America?

The':,-main',firiding'of this.paperis that, the micro- and macroeconomic

'argturtents':a,boveappear ,to explain much of the long-run trends in inequality

~~

in:Americ-a.~;·:ArL:·earlierpaper· has shown that the effects of family

',siz,e<"ori'chl1d acnievementsare indeed· such that lower fertility means slightly
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6lower inequality even if rates of pay do not change. The magnitude of

this microeconomic effect is limited, but its statistical Significance is

unmistakable. The "strain on public schools" argument receives qualified

support from the evidence presented later in this paper. Reductions in

the share of school-aged children in the population before. and after the

postwar baby boom wave may have raised the level of public school expenditure

per child, given the level of income per adult.

Most of the present paper is given over to a demonstration that what

we know about long-run movements in the distribution of income corresponds

quite well with movements in the quantity and quality of labor supplied,

and with the demographic movements that govern labor supply. The corres-

pondence is good enough to suggest that it is much more plausible to assign

great importance to both th! micro- and the macroeconomic arguments above,

and also some importance to the strain-on-public schools argument t than it

is to leave any of these arguments out of one's explanation of trends in

inequality.

It should be stressed a.t the outset that the set of hypotheses linking

inequality to fertility and labor supply will receive only a. limited test

here. When the variable to be explained is a long-run ra.te of change in

something macroeconomic, like aggregate inequality, we are always short

on historica.l experiments. A na.tiona.l economy seldom yields historical

data on income distribution over more tha.n two or three epochs long enough

to span a generation. With only two or three observations it is difficult

to choose among the ten or more leading va.ria.bles whose influence should

be tested. When long-run influences ate at issue, empirical macroeconomics

has no choice but to exploit its handful of case studies for all they are
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·!\'Wb''I'''th,,';a.ri.d:';~henle1;l:v'e it to readers to deci:de if they share the faith

l,the<"researehe'r>has'expres'Sed in the theory of his choosing. When the testing

:isdone,.what can be argued is tha.t the facts fit the theory advanced--

:.£olhlwedby.: the admissiol1 that the fa.ets fit some other theories, too.

<,:~·ome:c('):mpet~ng.'explana:tionscan be rej ected, but others cannot.

;'The next two sections review the a.vailable evidence, on what has apparently

/.happe·ned to: income inequality. and to pay differentials. After that the

',exp.1artatory:lpower of demogra,phic and other variables will be judged.

:tr~" Tren'd:s' in· American Ineguali ty

,The'degree of a.ggregate inequality can be quantified in any of several

'~wa;ls' that manage to'reflect popular intuition about what makes inequality

.·:>.lookgreat>·or: small. Such mea,sures as gini coefficients, area.s over the

!, !..:drenz ' ,~u:i:'ve, ·.,variances or sta.ndard deviations in logarithms , percentile

',"'shares,a:ridentropymeasures all seem to' rank the inequalities of different

,~"situl':1tions<similar1y.7

::Anymeasure'of aggregate, inequality can be broken down into two parts

.';'I'wh~nthe:populati.onLs divided into classes. The first part consists of

,,:fth~, tn;equa,lities (dispersio,n, variation) betw~en classes or groups, and

:!.the:secondcons.ists· of the inequa.litieswithin groups. This mea.ns that

ij':th'e.. 'change, in: inequality over time equals the sum of three changes:

, (1), ,changes in inequalities within the classes or groups,

,', '(2}.chan;ges"in inequalities Qetween classes caused by movements in
their.:av~rage rates of pay, a,nd

.(3).. changes in aggregate inequality caused by changes in the sha.res
,:of.the.. population falling into the various classes.

:iB'rMking overall changes in inequality up into these three parts provides
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extra clues to the sources of changes in inequality over time. Many possible

explanations of what forces have been altering the degree of overall inequality

also carry implications about the directions in which each of these three

parts should be moving. These implications can be tested against the movements

of the three parts. For example, suppose that one wondered whether the

most important influence reducing income inequa.lity in a particular period

might not be the movement of la.rge numbers of farm workers to higher-paying

jobs in industry. One could test this proposition by noting not only whether

or not large numbers so moved, but also how overall inequality was affected

by the shift in popula,tion alone (change [3J above) and by changes in the

ra.tio of farm to nonfarm wage rates. For the hypothesis to be confirmed,

it should be the case that overall inequality was greatly reduced by the

shift in population out of the fa.rm sector, a.nd that the ratio of nonfarm

to farm wage rates did not rise, and that any dec line in this ra.ti 0 of

wage rates did not raise the mea,sure of overall inequality so greatly a.s

8
to offset the effect of the population shift. In this way, hypotheses that

a,re competing for explanation of the movements in overall inequa~ity can

also be tested against the separate movements of ra.tes of pay, of population

between classes, and of inequality within classes.

Recent research has developed measures of trends in inequality within

the United States at various levels. Since the beginning of feder~l income

tax returns in 1913-1914, a.nd especially since the 1940 census, more a.nd

more data have become available on the overall distribution of income and

wealth. Economic historians have also begun to come up with suggestive

results for the century or so before World Wa.r I based on state income and

wealth returns, proba.te and ma.nuscript-census wealth samples, and time series
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'onwage'·:'ra,t1e,-id.ifferent'ials. '"F-rom, these various sources, aill, intriguing lo'ng-run

-Tab1e' ,1 ,and Figure I present an'eelectic sampldJng of' trends in

';~

various' measures 'relating·tio:::the"'.inequality,;of'income: in America.. ,'Some relate

toaggr~gate"income inequality, some to' inequalities in wealth-ho lding, one

to, inequalit'y'of',earnings "and one':to regional income inequalities . All

::relate' tosome'form.of income,witho,ut aqjustments for taxes, hours worked,

. life.expect'ancy,or·group"differences in the cost of ,living. There1evance

'of'such a.djus'tments': is,:,discussed.inthe next sectio,n. ,It is convenient t'o

'crevfew,' the: ,behavior of, thedifferent:series, period by period,starting with

the: 'wiHl,:"documented,post";l1ar trends ,and moving back in time.

Since 195U'the"overall ,inequality of income and wealth has changed

llttle, despite:,·sornerela't:i.ve ga.insfor blacks. Th~ most comprehensive

" stat:ist'icofthose:presented,here is the variance of logarithms of income,

shoJ,n in:c,Seri'es (laY and (lb) . These, annual "figures, both for the wider and for the

~;19g"'varianc¢S',for1947-1970by T.PauL-Schultz (1971, Table 2) are more suggestive

",of:,a trendtoward',inequality, but,Schultz, like others, a,rgues that no trend

:i.n:;,;'rife;o.cyc1e'·in~ome ine'quality is apparent when fluc,tul'ltions in the age dis-

~',tribut'iona,ndleve1s'oLunemploymentare::taken into account. All .of the

:;:;postwar, aerie's, in fa,c.t,,:.haveshown only 'one clear pattern: inequality rises

li:r,·r'ec'essions,\and:£alls· in booms . It appears tha,t the postwar business cycle

:·,hasaff.ected:inequalitymore"·bymovements' in. unemployment tha.n by procyclical

, '

.i,' rnc>vetnents :ln,profit s .

For the period 1929,.1950., every series in TabLe 1 and Figure I

';te11'sthesame> taTe·;ofpronounced levelling in income and wealth that is told



Table L Measures Related to the Inequality of U.S. Income, 1840-1970, and Wealth, 1810-1970

',.

1810
1840
1860
1880
1900
1913
1917
1920
1922
1929
1930
1933
1939
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1953
1960
1965
1969
1970

Notes:

(la) vari;;mce in (lb) (2)% share of (3)% share (4)% share (5)% share (6)% of (7)entropy
the log of perso- ditto, top 60% in of top 5% of top 5% of top 1% wealth measure of
na1 income, males, personal in perso- in employ- in pers. held by: regional in-
males, 25-64

-------
35-44 income nal income ee compen. income to}? 1% equality Qf income

* ** * ** 7 reg'~ 9 reg.

·.
·.

·.
·.
.6533
.6341
.5844
.6635
.6282
.5813

a = 1935-36.
b = 1941.
c = 1944.
d = 1919.

A = change of series. See sources for details.
* = families and unrelated individuals.

** = families only.

co
For additional years plotted in Figure 1, see sources.
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.SQur.ces :for.Table . 1 and Figure 1.

,
, '::['Seri:es"'(l'a}'aridiL(lb):/ Barry R. Chiswickand Jacob Mincer, "Time:-Series Changes. in

.. . ,perso.na.J:lnequality in the. Unite.d States from 1939, with Projections: to
'198,5; ""(JournaL: of Political Economy, vol. 80, no. 3, Part II(May/June 1972),
: P!;"S60~' For alternative series ,ones showing more dr.ift toward inequality
;,iri,the":pos'twar period, ,see T. Paul Schultz, "Long Term Change in Personal
':IncomeDistribution: .Theoretical Approaches ,Evidence, and Explanations,"
:'RA~tr'.,CE>'rporation, panta.Moni.ca, California, December 1971; an expanded version
,oL:a.:',paper'.of:thesametitle :publishedin' the American Economic Review,
voL . LXII , ,no. 2 (May 1972). .

.'!:setd:es,',(2Y:: f(h:,:1929-:·1957 - U.S. Bure.auof the Census, Historical 'Statistics of the
'UnHed,States:,Cdlonial Timesto 1957 (Washington: GPO, 1960), p. 166, Series
'GIOO'and GI0.1, referring to families and unrelated individuals together. For
19.50":;1970--U.S. Bureau of the Census, St!istica1 Abstract of the United States,
1972 (Washi.ngton: GPO, 1972), p. 324, referring to families alone". -

.~rough' (5) :
;'Ser:les:/(3)/:" Sa:me,Bs' (2), the series in Historical Statistics being Series el05 for (3),

. 'Series ..Gt38fo.r (4), and Series G13l for (5).
. and 1900

,;:Seri'es.. (6):.~}81Q,. 1860, 19.00- the conjectures for l8l0/and sample aggregates for 1860
.in .. Robert E. Gallman, "Trends in the Size Distribution of Wealth in the Nine-
..teenth:Century:SomeSpecu1ations," in Lee Soltow(ed.), Six Papers 2.!l the Size
Distribtition ... of :Wea1th and Incorne(New York: NBER, 1969), p. 6. For 1922-1958-
RoqertJ •... Lampman"The Share.of Top Wealth-Holders in National Wealth, 1922-

.19.56 (Ptinceton: Princeton University Press, 1962), p. 202. For 1953-1969 
.:Ja;eS·;D~·'.sfitith.;and Stephen D. Franklin, "The Concentration of Personal Wealth,
·1922';'>·~9.69," American Economic Review, voL LXIV, no. 2 (May 1974), p. 166.

~,,:SerieSi:i(7r:·.;JFor.:1840'+1950-Richard A. Easterlin, "Regional Income Trends, 1840-1950,"
.in,Robert:W. Foge1.and Stanley L. Engerman(eds~), The Reinterpretation of
,'!American;"EconomicHis tory (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), pp. 44,45. For
"1960:'and,'1970: U.S Bureau .of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
'States;-:,1972(Washington: GPO, 1972), pp. 12,319.

, ,:::i'na:entropy'measure of inequality used here is Theil r s formula
G

H
G

=I Y • In (Y /N ),
g=1 g g g

where. Y is,,;,the:gth region's share of national personal income before taxes,
g.

"ands:N".isthe·'same'region's share of national population. The units of measur,e-
.g':....

·ment:.'fdr;:the 'inequality measure are Theil's "nits." The regions are the usual
. Census ','divisfo.ns": New England, Middle Atlantic, East North Central, etc.
;For,1840~1880; the Mountain and Pacific 'ragionswe,re omitted. Alaska and Hawaii .
,·w.ere c>mit.tedthroughout,.and the District of Columbia was omitted before 1930.
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Fi gure 1

Measures Related to the Inequality of U.S. Income, 1840~1970, and

Wealth, 1810-1970

(la) variance in the log of
personal income, males, 25-64.

10 percent

30 percent

10 percent

20 percent

.4

.7

.6

.5

, 20 percent

(l a)

(1 b)

1970

share .of top
one percent in
personal income

. I
1960

(5)

(5)

I

1950

(la)

(lb)

1940

1929
I

I
I
I

(
2

) i - -. - -." I* .....-~. ·A - -.- ---.- - -._~ (2)

I **
' .......* I

....., I.. " ......~
IA I **.---.---.I - - .....

....,(3)

(4)
I
I
I
I

I
I

I I
1913 1920

(5)

percent share of top
5 percent in employee
compensation

percent share of top
60 percent in personal income

variance in the log of
personal income, males, 35-44.

t
90 percent

85 perc~nt

80 percent

share of top 5 percent
in personal income ~

(2)

(3)

(4)

(lb)

A = change of series

~ = families and unrelated individuals

** = families only
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by other series not shown here. The net change is impressive. The only

factual question requiring a closer look is whether the Great Depression saw

more levelling or less levelling than World War II. Both in the 1930s and

in the 19408 the relative position of the top one percent of wealth holders

declined (Series [6]). The classes gaining in relative shares differed between

the two decades. During the Depression higher-paid employees, such a.s skilled

and white-collar workers and professionals, suffered less than others simply

by keeping their jobs at negotiated nominal wage rates that were less sensitive

than others to the cycle. Meanwhile the positions of the urban unskilled,

of the farm sector, and of profit-takers all declined. Thus the series on

the relative position of the top five percent of employees (Series [4]) and

the top-income regions (Series [7]) actually peak at the bottom of the Depression
9

and are still no worse in 1940 than in 1929. The 19408, by contrast, saw

a clear contraction of the entire income spectrum. The shares of top-percentile

individuals dropped again, but this time the biggest gainers were those at

the bottom--farm workers, blacks, the South, women, and unskilled urban white

males.

A more limited set of time series is available for the period 1913-1929.

For 1919-21 a.nd 1929 we have da.ta on state and regional personal income per

capita (e.g., Series [7]), and income tax returns have yielded a picture of the

relative position of the rich over the entire period. What data we have show

a definite na.rrowing of inequalities from 1913 to 1920, and a.n equally clear

widening across the 1920s.

Table 1 and Figure L

This pattern is evident in Series (4) and (5) of

Other studies have come up with the same result.

Soltow's a.nnua.l series on the inequality of Wisconsin incomes shows a steep

drop in inequality for 1913-1920, and a steep rise for 1920-1929 (Soltow [1971],
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" t;t.ha~!·s ;'whichshow, theproperty-ahd-profi t sharefa1ling from 1913 'to. 1920
1

-',a:nc1tising,~V'etthehe.:>tt de'caele, bdth for the economy a,s a'whole and for each,
, : 10

majot-rtoh,£artns~ctor.

'WhatA,s,iess clear about the 1913-1929 e:ltperience,is the. net change in

ine(j,tia,Hty over the period as a whole. The Sharedt the top one perceht, ,in

p'etsonai irtMme was appatertt1ythe same ,in i913 a,s in 1929 (SerieS ,[5]) . If

- es'tima,tes on"regi.o,hal inequa1it,d.es were, worked up from the state production

figures in the i910census, th,ey would probably show,that income was as

tirtequa11y,_ or perhaps s'light1y,trtore uhequa,lly.distributed in 1909 as in 1929.

• Soltow' s annual seriesortWisconsin, ihcomes shows greater inequality for 1913

thafi for 192,9, and.the: 1s:eriesi:on factor shares'tend to show the same. For

'the ,Age of the IncomeT,a,x, then, the years bf greatest income inequality were

; 1913 a,nd '1929"wi:th inequality ,probably', greater in 1913 tha,n in 1929.

Befor,e '1913:theevidence ,is very thirt.Weliavedataon the distribution

,of -M.a,ssachuseHswe:althandof.WisconSiriincome ancL wealth for various years

i' £t'Otn 1850 on (Kirig 11915] , Soltow[1971]). GallmarLhastakenwealth samplings

,from. the 1860 mariusc'ript,;cehsus, in addition to comparing the wealth of

~tiper-ti.ch famiHeswith, aggregate wealth between 1840' ami 1890 (Gallman [1966]).

A'gto~:tng' list 'o,t studies, is documenting the concentration of wealth in various

citiesartdareas for yearsr.unning far:back into. the colonial period. In

,addition, the.rea,re the: regiona1inc.ome .estimates , the disper.sion of which

is"m.eas~red inS'eries'[7].

:\The 'exishngstudies of ,wealth concentratiort suggest that the inequality

·:0£ wealth-holding was slowly ohthe rise before 1913start,ing before 1810,

ahd pdssib1y as far back as-1607. 11 That is, the literature to date supports

,I !
~~!.~~~~~¥,==,,, ...,-. :':';--1J.. ~.'..I.:-';;' ~j }' ii
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the trend views posed by Gallman's extrapolations from 1810 to 1900, which

he derived by applying shifting population weights to his 1860 wealth sub

samples (Series [6J). A drift toward inequality is certainly consistent with

the estima.ted rise in saving's share of GNP a.cross mid-century. The series

on regional inequalities (Series [7]) has its own type of trend to inequality,

one dominated by the outcome of the Civil War and slave ~mancipation. The

dramatic shift in income and wealth away from the South probably raised the

(unmeasured) inequality of incomes for the nation as a whole, and may also

have heightened inequalities somewhat within the North.12

Over the two centuries of U.S. history, then, the trend in inequality

appears to have had one long-run reversal, a switch from a lightly-documented

drift toward inequality toward a better-documented equalization trend from

World War I to the Korean War, followed by two decades of relative stability.

The main uncertainty is whether incomes were as unequal again in 1929 as in

1913. The overall picture supported by the current evidence, however, is one

of a widening followed by a narrowing of income inequality. The picture

painted by the current evidence is exactly the one offered only as a cautious

conjecture by Simon Kuznets twenty years ago (Kuznets [1955J), when fewer data

had been gathered. The turning point came about when he said. The striking

long-run change requires explanation.

III. Trends in Pay Ra.tios

The first step toward explaining the longer-run movement in inequalities

is to muster some available evidence 6n what was happening to the ratios in

the rates of pay received by particular groups. As a.rgued above, this sort

of information offers valuable clues for choosing between competing explanations



" ,
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meets a surprise when one looks at the behavior of pay ratios like those

in Figures 2 and 3 and Table 2. It turns out that the behavior of pay

ratios mirrors the behavior of the inequality measures, in both the short

run and the long.

The short-run cyclical pattern of the pay ra.tios is generally counter

cyclical, like that of the measures of income dispersion. The pay ratios tend

to drop in booms a.nd to rise in recessions. This tendency is much more pro

nounced when the boom or contraction comes rapidly than when it takes a few

years to gather momentum. This tendency is also a little more pronounced

for teachers, whose pay contracts are longer in term. Thus the sharpest

oscillation is in the ratio of teachers' to unskilled wages (Fig. 3) during

the price level swings of World War I and its wake, during which the unskilled

wage rate shot up and down with the vo1a.ti1e cost of living while teachers'

nominal salaries were fixed for a year or two. The more controlled, or at

least less sudden, inflations of the Civil War, World War II, Korea, and

Vietnam lowered pay ratios more gent1y.

More striking is the long-run parallelism between the two kinds of

indicators. Like the inequality measures, the pay ratios seem to be on the

rise for the entire century ending in World War I. Burgess' industrial series

(in Fig. 2) is the only one stating that the ratios prevailing on the eve

of World War I had previously been exceeded (in 1876-1881), and even this

series shows an upward trend from the 18408 to the 19108. In view of how

unrelated some of these occupations might have seemed, it is curious to find

that both farm and industrial unskilled labor lost ground relative to various

kinds of skilled craftsmen (Fig. 2) and public school teachers (Fig. 3)

and top wealth holders (Fig. 1) for so many decades.
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Figure 2. Skilled Wage Ratios i~ U.S. Manufacturing and Building.
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Figure 3. The Ratio of Teachers' Pay to the Wage Rate of Unskilled labor,
1841-1970
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Table 2. Selected Pa.y Ratios, U.S., 1816-1972

19"

Ratio of skilled to unskilled wage rates (x100) Index of ratio of public

Burgess' Building Manufac- school teachers' pay rates
Williamson

"art isans" trades turing, to unskilled hourly wages
linked

Ober 'BLS Ober- (1915 = 1.000)
series vs.

Yea.r "laborers" et a1. Doutv Urba.n va.riant IRural variant

1816 109.4
20 120.7
30 134.6
40 149.8

1841 149.8 170.4 .461 .434
42 149.8 171.4 .462 .442
43 149.8 168.3 .459 .459
44 151.1 169.3 .466 .446
45 153.7 168.3 .448 .455
46 156.4 172.7 .435 .464
47 178.4 170.1 .425 .462
48 177 .3 165.9 .433 .458
49 167.3 171. 8 .466 .459

1850 I, 173.6 166.7 .460 .480
51 176.2 165.6 .479 .446
52 173.8 165.2 .495 .465
53 173.5 166.8 .517 .477
54 176.9 168.6 .513 .498
55 178.1 171.0 .547 .525
56 183.6 167.3 .535 .535
57 167.9 170.3 .562 .538
58 163.0 169.8 .600 .585
59 166.8 167.0 .572 .533

1860 166.8 162.9 .564 .537
61 168.6 164.1 .544 .602
62 175.8 161. 9 .526 .564
63 167.6 155.6 .482 .494
64 167.7 158.6 .489 .498
65 165.2 166.7 .486 .513
66 168.4 165.2 .530 .569
67 174.9 172.8 .605 .566
68 175.3 179.1 .638 .593-
69 174.4 181.3 .650 .589

1870 175.4 181. 0 .710 .675
71 176.1 178.6 .714 .755
72 177 .4 180.7 .698 .745
73 181.2 177 .5 .706 .704
74 181. 0 180.4 .744 .732
75 179.6 183.7 .779 .743
76 176.2 188.7 .788 .853
77 174.0 193.0 .801 .808
78 174.5 192.4 .779 .915
79 169.7 189.0 .727 .926

1880 173.4 190.6 .749 .886
81 173.6 187.2 .733 .853
82 174.1 181.2 .704 .740
83 171.4 178.9 .693 .729
84 174.7 178.0 .689 .745

1885 170.3 180.7 .720 .846
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Table 2. (Cont.). Selected Pay Ratios, U.S., 1816-197.2

Ratio of skilled to unskilled wage rates (x100) Index of ratio of public

Burgess' Building Manufac- school teachers' pay rates
Williamson to unskilled hourly wages

linked "artisans" tra.des turing,
(1915 = 1. 000)

series vs. Ober IBLS Ober-
Year "laborers" et a1. Douty Urban variant I Rural variant

1886 172.6 183.1 .713 .843
87 170.5 179.5 .699 .754
88 169.7 176.6 .686 .812
89 170.0 176.6 .687 .835

1890 170.2 177.3 .694 .874
91 173.2 174.8 .711 .891
92 170.6 178.4 .720 .935
93 171. 7 177 .0 .745 .989
94 173.5 174.0 .748 .945
95 171.8 176.7 .778 .892
96 171. 9 174.8 .785 .984
97 179.7 173.9 .773 1.023
98 180.1 175.1 .792 1.030

1899 182.5 175.1 .818 .985
1900 182.5 177 .0 .830 .901

01 182.9 173.7 .829 .966
02 180.9 176.5 .834 .885
03 182.6 177 .5 .827 .910
04 187.S. 177.3 .869 .900

185.7 179.8
..

.86705 .873
06 184 .. 6 179.9 .880 .985
07 184.9 179.0 185 205 .885 1.014
08 187.9 182.7 188 .925 .985
09 190.9 182.7 191 .954 1.046

1910 191. 9 186.3 192 .960 .985
11 194.9 187.0 195 .992 1.004
12 196.0 186.1 197 .998 .972
13 196.0 183.7 197 .999 .973
14 198.9 186.2 199 1.017 1.011

1915 198.9 180.6 199 1.000 1.000
16 198.9 172.6 199 .948 .881
17 187.6 146.2 191 .. .762
18 176.4 128.6 183 } 175 .636 .681
19 172.2 143.6 180 ..

.734
1920 180.6 161.5 166

~21 190.4 168
22 194.3 174 1.197
23 191. 7 180 ·.
24 193.3 180 1. 075
25 195.2 181 ·.
26 195.3 177 1.087
27 192.2 180 ·.
28 191. 9 179 1.115

1929 189.3 179 ·.
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T~ble 2. (Go'nt.). Se1ect,edPayRatios., U,S., 1:816-197:c

Ratio of skilled to unskiLLed wage ra.tes (x100)

Year

W'l1' Burgess I Building
1 lams'on" ·t'· " tr.ade.slinked ar Lsans ~_....::..::c=r-=-----l

ser.ies VB. °ebte.'~l.1 BLS"la.borers" 0.

Manufac
turing,
Ober
Douty

Index' of ratio of public
school teachers' pay rates
to unskilled hourly wages

(1915 = 1. 000)

1930
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1940
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

1950
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58,
59

1960
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

1970

. 1971
1972

192.2
190.3
195.1
191. 2
186.5
188 ..0
191. 7
189.3
190.1
188.8

177 •.3

177
179
179
182
178
179
175
172
170
170
169
167
160
159
158
154
147
143
140
'141
139
138
138

l
f

t
155.7)
151. 0
151. 0
148.5
148.6
150.0}
147.7
145.9
143.1 }
140.6
138.4
138.8
135.4
134.0
131.4
132.4
132.2
131.2
131.1
131.6
132.9
134.1
135.6
127.2

134.1
135.4

180

165

155

137

138

1.143

1. 375

.992

.983

.896

.902

.821

.915

.862

.864

.897

.902

.895

.883

.903

.891

.898

.911

.889

.855

.812
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Sources and Notes to. Table ~1.Jlnd Figures 2 and 3

Williamson linked series: Jeffrey G. Williamson, "The Relative Rental Price of Men,
Skills, and Machines: 1816-1948," University of Wisconsin, Graduate Program in
Economic History, Discussion Paper EH 74-25, July 1974, Tables 5 and 11.
For the years 1816-1860, Williamson compared a variety of sources. For 1860
1890, he used data from the Aldrich Report cited in Long. For 1890-1903, he
took an average from the building trad~s plus 10 manufacturing industries,
given in the 19th Annual Report of the Commissioner of ~(1904). The years
1904-1907 were coveree by Bureau of Labor Bulletins. For the period 1907-1914,
Williamson used the Ober series for the building trades (also given in this
table) as an index linked to the others at 1907. His figures for 1914-1948 are
the National Industrial Conference Board manufacturing series. For further details
see Williamson, 2£. cit. I am deeply indebted to Professor Williamson for
making this series available.

Burgess' "artisans" vs. "laborers": W. Randolph Burgess, Trends in School Costs
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1920), Table 8. His "artisans" were
"blacksmiths, carpenters, machinists, painters, and printers(compositors)."
(p. 70.) He is vague about the construction of the series, but reveals that
he spliced together various series taken from the U.S. Department of Labor,
the reports of the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Weeks Report,
and the Aldrich Report (p. 70).

Building trades: Harry Ober, "Occupational Wage Differentials, 1907-1947," Monthly
Labor Review, vol. LXVII(August 1948), p. 130; H.M. Douty, "Union Impact on
Wage Structures," Proceedings 2! ill Industrial Relations Research Association,
1953, pp. 61-76; and, for the different 1947-1972 series, U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) , 1973 Handbook of Labor Statistics
Washington: GPO, 1973), p. 218. The series is the average ratio of hourly wage
rates for journeymen and for helpers and laborers in the building trades, averaged
from such data for a number of cities.

Manufacturing, Ober et al.: Ober, QE. cit.; Douty, QE. £it.; and Herman P. Miller,
Income Distribution in the United States (Washington: GPO, 1966), p. 79.

~ (in Figure 2): Paul G. Keat, "Long-Run Changes in Occupational Wage Struc
ture, 1900-1956," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 68(December 1960), p. 595,
gives the following benchmark skilled wage ratios averaged over a wide range
of manufacturing industries:

1903: 205 (%)
1956: 142 1969

from 1934 through
Additional aanual series on dispersion in wage rates for many manufacturing industries/

can be found in Albert Rees and Mary T. Hamilton, "Changes in Wage Dispersion," in
John F. Burton et ~.(eds.), Readings in Labor Market Analxsis(New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, 1971.), p. 486. The Rees-Hamilton series plummet from 1941 to
about 1947, then rise somewhat across the 1950's and remain steady across the
1960's.
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Construction of the series comparing teachers' rates of pay with unskilled wage rates:

Urban variant, 1841-1920: For 1841-1890, the teachers' pay series is based on
the average weekly salary for male public elementary and secondary school
teachers in 21 cities given in W. Randolph Burgess, Trends in School Costs
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1920), pp. 32-33. These values were
mul tplied by a cons tant so that the series linked up in 1890 wi th the series
used for 1890-1970. This later series is an index derived by dividing the
average annual pay of public elementary and secondary school principals,
supervisors, and teachers (all regions, including rural) by the number of
days in the average public school year. The series on the average annual pay
of instructional staff is that regularly published in the Annual Report of
the U.S. Commissioner of Education through 1915, then in the Biennial Survey
of Education in the United States through 1958, and then in the Office of
Education's Dige;t"of Educational Statistics from 1962 to the present.
The series on the average number of days in the public school year is from
Abbott L. Ferriss, Indicators of Trends in American Education(New York: Rus
sell Sage Foundation, 1969), pp. 384-385, and the 1972 Digest of Educational
Statistics.

The mixing of supervisors, principals, and teachers together in the
same average might have led to distortions if the shares of each differently
paid occupational gro~~in the total had changed greatly over the years. Data
in the Historical Statistics or the United States (Series H234-H240) show that
the share of supervisors and principals drifted upward only very slowly from
1920 to 1956 and was low enough in 1920 that any earlier upward drift in the
share of these higher paid groups could not have affected the trend greatly.
Since women were lower paid than men teachers, it is also worth asking whether
shifts in the sexes' shares of teaching positions could have affected the trends
in average teachers' pay in a way that misstates the trend in what should
represent a fixed-weight index. The share of the (higher-paid) males in
classroom teaching positions was declining throughout the nineteenth century,
dropping from 38.7 percent in 1870 to its all-time low of 16-17 percent for
the 1920's. It rose slowly thereafter. This trend in the sex ratio among
teachers means that the index developed here may slightly understate the rise
in teachers' relative pay to the 1920s and understate its decline thereafter.

The unskilled wage rate used as the denominator in the urban variant,
1841-1920, is Burgess' series for "la00rers" (£E..cit., p. 71).

Rural variant, 1841-1920: The teachers' pay series is based on the average weekly
salary for rural male teachers in public elementary and secondary schools in
20 counties in 10 states given in Burgess (QR.cit., pp. 32-33).

The unskilled wage rate is the index of wage rates for VermOnt male
fa~m hands given in T.M. Adams, Prices Paid ~ Vermont Farmers ••• 1790-l940•••
(Burlington: Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, 1944), Experiment Station
Bulletin no. 507, pp. 87-89.
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Sources and Notes toTable 2 and Figures 2 and 3 (Continued)

Construction of the series comparing teachers' rates of pay with unskilled
wage rates (Continued):

Common variant, 1920-1970:

The series for teachers' pa,y is the one described in the urban variant
above for the years from 1920 on.

The series on the unskilled wage rate after 1920 is a splicing of
three series. For 1920-1939, I used the data, on average hourly earnings
of unskilled male production workers in 25 manufacturing series reported
by the National Industrial Conference Board in its Economic Almanac,
1951-52 (New York: NICB, 1952), p. 274. For 1939-1964, I used the
union scales for the hourly wage of helpers a.nd laborers in the building
tra,des, from NICB, Economic Almana,c, 1967-68 (New York: NICB, 1968),
p. 67, and Historical Statistics of the United States, Series D646.
For 1964-1972, the conveniently available series was the average hourly
farm wage rate reported in various issues of the Economic Report of the
President.
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Betwe.en the yea,rs Just before WOl;"ld Wax I 'a,nd the Koreli;n War Years,

the pay ratios a,gain mirror the behavior of .th~ c!l,ggregate measures of inequality.

13
Both sets of indicators record an impressive narrowing of gaps. The

pay ratios shot downwa.rd .in World War I, recovered something like their

prewa,r leve1.s by 1922, and remained near their all-time peaks for the rest

of the 1920s,. The relative podtion of the teachers, unlike all other

series, reached its Long-run pea,k not bef.ore World War I but at the end

of the 1920s (ignoring the artificia,l peak in the school year 1931-32, when

negotiated a,nnua,1 teacher ·salaries were honored while hourly wage rates

plummeted) . Across the New Deal yea.rs, the teachers and skilled blue-collar

groups saw their pay position erode relative to those unskilled laborers

who held jobs, even though the :con.centration of unemployment in the lowest-

paid ranksmea,nt that the skilled groups suffered less than the unskilled

a,s a whole.

During the 194.os and the Korean War, the pay ratios , like .overall

inequa.lity, .contracted further.. This erosion 0.£ pa.y.advantage for skills

was experienced not only by the skilled blue collar workers and teachers

represented in Figures 2 a,nd '3, but by almost all professional groups.

In the 1940s unskilled workers were also ga.ining on la,wyers, dentists,

college tea,chers, and engineers. Within the ranks of the engineers the

premia for several years' experience also dropped. Of the professionals

only physicians in independent pra,ctice seemed to advance their rates of

pay a,s fast a.s unskilled lahor (Blank and Stigler [1957], p. 25 and App. A).

Since the Korean War the pay ratios, like inequalities, have moved

less dramaticl:1l1y than in earlier Years. The difference is that the pa.y
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ratios all show some decline. The decline shown for the building trades

was steeper than most. Da.ta for several other industries show much less

decline and on some measures even rose slightly (DEeD [1965J, p. 36; Rees

and Hamilton [1971J; Evans [1971J, p. 163). It is interesting to note

that tea.chers' relative wages, after remaining steady across the 19508,

dropped off somewhat in the post-Sputnik, baby-boom-related "teacher shorta.ge"

of the 1960s.

Thus far we have been examining ra,tios of nominal incomes and rates

of pay that are ndt adjusted for group differences in taxes, hours worked,

life expectancy, or the cost of living. Adjusting for these factors would

only accentuate the long-run patterns just described. The rise in progressive

taxa.tion, for example, has made the decline in after-tax income inequality

even sharper after 1913 than was implied'a.bove.

Adjusting the income figures in Table 1 for the number of hours

worked also reinforces the shift toward a levelling trend ea,rly in this

century: the yearly hours of professionals and managers have hardly changed

at all in this century (Wilensky [196lJ), while laborers' yearly hours

dropped cons idera,b ly, before World Wa.r II for nonfarm and a,fter World Wa,r

II for farm laborers. These trends in hours have no bearing on the trend

in pay ratios, but they do mean that the trend in the inequality of full

time income was more steeply downward than the trend in income unadjusted

for hours. A similar twist to the trend may have been imparted by the

twentieth-century jump in life expectancy. The dispersion in length of

life (and morbidity) ha,s dropped radically, since child and early a,dult

mortality rates have plummeted without a,ny great change in life expectancy

for the elderly. To the extent that the dispersion in survival rates is
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a dispersion by income class , potential incomes per" lifetime have again

levelled more rapidly since 1900 than the inequaLity series in Table 1

imply.

Adjusting the income and wage rate mea,sures for differences in the

cost of living would not alter the picture of long-run trends pa.inted in

i:i

'I P

;0 the figures a,bove. The fact tha.t different classes buy goods indifferent

proportions, and often at different prices, is a potentially important

influence on the distribution of real purchasing power. Current research

is finding, however, that movements in class living costs have important

effects only over shorter, periods but leave the long run trends in inequality

14essentially unchanged. This result, combined with the points about taxes,

hours, and life expectancy, ma.l~es it clear that the trends in the inequality
' .. ' .

of real lifetime potential incomes are the, same a,s those shown in Figures

1 through 3, but with a sharper levelling of incomes in this century.

It is interesting to note that severa.l other high-income countries,

but not all, have ha.d essentia.lly the same experiences as the United States.

The rough correspondence in the timing of movements in overa.ll inequali ties

have been pointed out by other a,uthors (Kuznets [1955J, Lydall [1968, ch.

6J, Paukert [1973]). What deserves more stress is that the similarities

in pa.y ratio trends are in many ca.ses a,t least as clear a.s the similarities

in aggregate inequality trends.

A number of other countries appa,rently went through a, shrinkage of

pay differentials at various times between 1913 and 1950, with little trend

shown in the available data before 1913 or after 1950. British pay ratios

were unchanged up to 1913 from 1880 a.t the la.test, and perha.ps much earlier

(Knowles and Robertson [195lJ, pp. 110-113; Phelps Brown and Hopkins [1955J,
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pp. 205-206). They followed the American pa.th from 1913 on, dropping con-

sideri'l.b1y in both World Wars, regaining part of the wa.rtime drop in the

1920s, but holding stea.dy after World War I (Knowles and Robertson, 10c.

cit.; Phelps Brown and Hopkins, 10c. cit.; Routh [1965J, pp. 104-107;

United Nations [1967J, Ch. 5, p. 32). Germany showed a somewhat similar

pattern: no clear trend in pay ra.tios before World War I, a. sharp drop

during tha.t war, a partial rise in the 1920s, a.nd no change after World

War II. What is different about the G~rman ratios is that no further changes

were evident after the 1920s (Bry [1960J, pp. 81-89, 363-365; United Nations

[1968J, loc. cit.; OECD [1965], pp. 36-37). Da.ta from Cana.da, Norway, a.nd

Australia a.1so record a contraction in pay differentials between either

the eve of World W'a.r I or the 1920s. and the start 6f the 1950s (Woods

a.nd Ostry [1962]; Soltow [1965J,·p. 133; Leiserson [1959], pp. 136-141;

Lyda.ll [1968], pp. 191-193), followed by a trend1ess postwar experience

(United Nations [1968], 10c. cit.; OECD [1965], pp. 36-39).

N 11 h · h . . 15 h h d th h 1 fot a. ~g -~ncome countr~es ave s are e sa.me c rono ogy 0

pay ra.tios.
16

One that has not is Japan. Occupational wage differentials

show no net change between 1880 and 1960 (Taira [1970], pp. 16, 25, 78).

In the case of Japan, these occupational wage differentials have less meaning

than in other countries. Japanese employment institutions ha.ve long been

such a.s to ma.ke differentials by age, size of firm, and sector better indi-

ca.tors of aggrega.te inequality tha.n the skilled wa.ge ra.tio. Still, these

other differentials also record n6 long-run trend between 1880 a.nd 1960,

though they do show some noteworthy cycles. Since 1960, inequalities and

pay ratios have been compressed, especially for younger workers, but it is
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t.ooearlyto tell if this is a. new trend (Taira [1970J, Ev~,ns [1971J).

IV. The Correlation with Labor Force Gr9wth

What could explain these 10ng-ruJil trends'? What changes were mo'st

important in a.ccounting for the fact that inequalities and ;pay ratios re

versed their long-run trend sometime near World War I? Were thes,e ;changes

at work in other countries a,s w.ell? How :do they relate to fertility?

I shall suggest in this and the next section that it is difficult to

acc,ount for the change in trend without assigning a principa,lrole to move.,.

ments in the qua,ntity and a,verage "quality" of the labor force. Movement'S

in the number of persons in the la.bor fO'rce affect overa.n inequality by

affecting the ratiouf prDfits to' (a.ll) wage rs,tes, while movements in the

average quality of labor should move the pay ratio. Sections VI and VII

identify how movements in the size and quality of the labor force are in

turn a.ffected by movements in fertility.

Although labor supply is given the central role here, it must be

stressed tha,ta mOJilocaus8,1 theory of income distribution is :!!2..!:. being ad

vanced. It is only over long periods of time, such a.speriods each a decade

or longer, that th~ prominence of labor supply as e, source of inectuality

seems to stand out. For shorter periods; a.nde'IJen for comparisons of

certain decades~ other factors seem to deserve equal ,emphasis. Evenover

the long run; it is incorrect to assume tfurtother factot's lack a. stt'ortg

unit impa,ct on the distribution of income. Rather, what makes the long-run

role of labor supply central is tha,t of all the several forces having a

strong unit impact on the degree of inequality, labor supply is the one that

happens to have cha.nged greatly.
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With thi$ warning about monocausa.li.ty in mind, let us examine the raw

correlation between trends in inequalities and trends in labor supply, in

order to suggest what story might be told in terms of the labor supply

trends alone. The next section takes up the issue of what other forces

might really deserve the credit that this first simplified view attributes

to labor supply.

Figure 4 and Table 3 compare movements in pay ratios to movements

in two measures of labor force growth. The series on cha.nges in pay ratios

is acting partly a,s a. proxy statistic for the movements in overall inequa.lity

plotted in various ways in Figure 1 a.bove. For the period 1869/78 on,

the more relevant series on the growth of the labor force is that showing

the changes in total man-hours worked in peak employment yea.rs in. the private

economy. This series ta.kes account of the trends in part-time work and in

average f1.1ll- time yea.rly hours, as well a.s trends in the number of persons

in the labor force. T>Je lack hard da.ta. on trends in total man-hours worked

before 1869/78, but qua.litative evidence suggests thai man-hours per person

employed changed little, ma.king the growth of the number of persons in the

labor force a good measure of the growth of man-hours supplied in the early

and mid-nineteenth century.

Over long periods of time, there is a positive correlation between the

growth of the labor force and the rate of movement toward income inequality.

This is true whether labor force growth is being compared with the wage-ratio

movements in Figure 4 or with changes in the inequality measures in Figure

1. The century ending in 1915 was one of rapid growth in the size of the

labor force and widening inequalities. The next forty years saw a narrowing

of inequality on all fronts, along with much lower rates of growth in the
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Table 3.

SIZE

Rates of Growth in the Size and Quality of the Labor Force,
Selected Periods, 1800-1973.

(Percent per annum)
QUALITY

Period

1800-20
1820-40
1840-60

Total labor
force, per
sons 10 and
older Period

David
estimates

3.11
2.95
3.36

Total
private
man-
hours Period

Denison's
index of
labor in
put/man-hr.

Median Schooling
of population
25 and over

Period ------

Leber ott-BLS
1800-10 2.04
1810-20 2.97
1820-30 2.92
1830-40 2.98
1840-50 3.77
1850-60 2.98
1860-70 1.52
1870-80 2.96 869/78-
1880-90 2.93 1879/88: 3.22
1890-95 2.35 1879/88-
1895-00 2.10 1892: 1.39
1900-05 2.57 1892-03: 2.21
1905-10 2.57 903-13 : 2.21 1909-15:· 0.57
1910-15 1.53 1913-17: 1. 70 1910-20: 0.12
1915-20 0.96 1917-23: 0.26
1920-25 1.60 1915-29: 0.71 1920-30: 0.24
1925-30 1.53 1923-29: 1.15
1930-35 1.19 1930-40: 0.24
1935-40 1.11 1929-43 : 0.56 1929-48: 1.07
1940-50 1.27a 1943-56: -0.01 1940-50: 0.78
1950-55 1.28 1948-58: 0.88 1950-57: 1.87
1955-60 1.16 1956-69: 1.00
1960-65 1.35 1958-65: 0.38 1957-65: 1.34
1965-70 2.14 1965-69: 0.65 1965-72 : 0.48
1970-73 1.94

Sources for Table 3:

Total labor force, persons 10 and older: The David estimates for early periods are
from Paul A. David, "The Growth of Real Product in the United States before
1840: New EVidence, Controlled Conjectures," Journal of Economic His tory, vol.
XXVII, no. 2(June 1967), p. 196. The Lebergott-BLS series is from U.S. Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Long-Term Economic Growth, 1860-1970 (Washington: GPO, 1973),
Series A107(to 1930) and A108(from 1930 on), plus the Economic Report of the~
sident for the most recent years and the Lebergott volume cited in Long-term•••
for the early nineteenth century.



Sources for Table 3 (Cqrrtinued)':

'Total man-hours ,in the p,r:illate eC,?l1,omy:U ~S. 'Bu,r.eauofEcorrqrnic Analysis,
1.1· Q£.. ,~~;'\ S,eri.es ,A6'8....

Denison's index of labor inpult per man~hour: 19:09-:1929 -Edv7ard F. Henison,
The Sources of Economic Growth ,an~d:theAlternatives ·Bef0re Us (He,v YO'rk:
C.ommitteefor Economic Development, 1962)~;p,.85. 1929-69 -,Edward
F. Denison, Accountirtg'forUn:i:ted' State,s ,Eccmomic Growth; 19:29"';1969

CWashingt0n: Brook:i:ngs 'Institution, ,1974), Table 4-1. nenison';sind;ex
has-been .criticiz,ed as an overestimate of the rate of growth of'lahar
quality .attributable to schooling by David Schwartzman, "The Gon.trib.ation
of Education to the ,Qu'ality.ofLabor" .19'29.....196'3.," Ameri'canEconomicReview,
vol. LVIII" no. 3, Pa'rt,l (June ,196$)" pp. 508-514 • Schwartzman's criti
:cisms, however, .do not seem to ·al:terthe ranking of dj~ffe;ren:t t,ime ,p'e'riods
according "to their rates of gr0wth in labor quality perman-hour,.

Median ye'ars of s'chooling ofpo'pulation25 .and o,ver.:U.S. Bureau of Eco.nomic ,Analys;is"
op. cit., SeriesB40., reproduc'ing the estimates 'of Folger ,:andNam and 'of the
decennial censuses. O:ther estimates h'ave been offered for 1960 and earlier
census ye'arsbySus·an·O. Gus.tavusandCharles:B,.Nam, ;1IF.:stimates of the 'True'
Educational ,Distr,ibutiono.fthe Adult :Population of the United States from
L910 to .1960,".Darnopaph¥,.v.ol. 5, no,. 1(l.'968},.pp.• 410-421. The GustavU's-
Nam 'r;evisions lower themedlan ·level.slight;ly ',for1960 andi'ncreasinglyfor
each earlie'rcen'sus.As a'r;eaul t" ,,us:ing their:rev:is:ed es:timates raises
the rate of growth in \rnedian schooling dfaduIts for each decade from 1910
1960, >and :slightly raise~the .rate for ..theearlyl960's as well. Their
revis.ions ,do not cover more recent ye'ars, ,and 'I haveas·sumedthat the .recent
estimate's .are not s.ubjectto ·these'cond-gues.slng .·they applied to the Fdlger
Nam b'ackwardproje'ctions bas'ed on the ,'age distributions in 1950 and 1960.
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labor force. After 1955 the expansion of the labor force picked up moderately,

while measures of inequality showed little <further change. Within each of

these longer periods, to be sure, the correlation between labor force growth

and income inequality is much less evident--but the long-run correlation

is unmista.kable nevertheless.

Glancing at the rate of growth of the labor force gives insights into

the determinants of overall inequality, but it fails to explain the movement

of the pay ratios in any direct way. A faster expansion of the number of

persons in the labor force would add more unskilled and more skilled

workers in uncertain proportions. It is therefore not obvious how an

expansion in the size of the labor force should affect the skilled wage

ratio. The, relevant labor supply indicator for discussing pay ratios is

the a.verage skill level, or a.vera.ge "c£ua.1ity, II of the labor force. Whatever

makes it fall will tend to raise the skilled wage ratio.

Movements in the a.vera.ge skill level of the labor force ha.ve been

estimated by Edward F. Denison (1962) for the period 1909-1958. As shown

in Table 3, his estima.tes suggest that the growth of labor "quality"

accelerated from 1910 to the decade after World War II--a span of time

over which the rate of growth in the size of the labor force had slowed

down (and tempora.rily stopped in the period 1943-1956). This acceleration

in labor force quality stems mainly from trends in schooling, which are

also represented in Ta.ble 3, by the rates of grCMth in median years of

schooling. The series on schooling growth shows the same acceleration

shown in Denison's series during the period of declining growth in the

numbers of persons and man-hours in the labor force. The figures on schooling

levels also show that in the 19608 and early 19708, when the labor force

was beginning to grow faster aga.in, the rise in median and mean years of

schooling for persons over 25 slowed down. A closer look at the advance of
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schooling suggests that s:lower rates, of growth in. the' schooiling of, the lahdr

force should continue' thr0ugh the 1970·s • The reason is that the generatio:n

of children born in the pos;twar baby boom has· thus far not Shown enough

more schooling than the imm:ediately preceding cohorts to match the previous:

rates of growth in schoo1i.ng. (Beverly Dunca,n [19681, p. 611). 17 It further

appears unlikely that an aceeleration of' accuIDula,ted training on the job'

has been offsetting the deceler.ation of adults' total schooling since the

19608, in view of the fact that the labo,r force. is becoming younger and'

less, exp'erienc.ed as postwa.lr boom- babies enter its ranks.

Within the twenti.eth. century, then, it appea:rs, that the rate o.f growth

of the "quality"--essentiSJl.1y,. the. schooling-'-of the. labor force accelerated

when tha:t of the number odr man-hours slowed down, and la:ter slowed down

when the. growth in man~hour.s and p.erSCims picked up. again. On both the

"quality" and, quantity fro.nts, a' reversed in the.. growth rate trend came

in the 1960s. This' inverse relationship suggests a reason for the other-

wise: puzzling correlation between the' trends in the skilled wage' ratios and

the trends in the growth of man-hours. It is not surprising that the ski1ted

wa.ge rati0s and teachers I pa.y ratios dedined ra.pidly in the 1940s and early

1950s,. when the quality of the labor force was growing rapidly. Nor is

it surprising that the same ratios also were dropping. in the interwa.r period,

when the supply of low-skilled immigrants was curta.iled by the restrictive

immigration la.ws of 1921, 1924, and 1929. The trends in the average quali,ty

of the labor s.upplied were, in turn' correlated inve'rsely with the trends in

man:.l1.ours, yielding a correlation in Figure 4 between the growth of the size

of the labor force and the trends' in pay ratios'.

There even seems to be reason to believe that the concurrence of changeS'
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in these various trends in the last half-century stem from the nature of

growth in the labor force. The fall in fertility and the shutting off of

immigration, both of which kept down the growth of the size of the labor

force before the 1960s, both may have helped to accelerate the growth of

its a.verage skill level, thereby pushing down the skilled wage rat ios be

tween the 1920s' and the 1960s. Both made the labor force rise in average

age and experience, and a. later section of this chapter will a.rgue that the

reduction in fertility before World Wa.r II, like the shutting off of immi

grationt may have accelerated the advance of schooling from cohort to cohort.

To judge how the rate of growth of skills before 1909 compared with

more recent rates t one must use less direct measures of labor force quality.

Instead of the schooling of the labor force itself, we have data on the

enrollment and attendance rates of children t most of whom were to enter the

labor force later, plus important da.ta on immigration. The data on enroll

ment and attendance rates (Historical Statistics [1960Jt pp. 207 t 212; U.S.

Bureau of Economic Analysis [1973Jt Series B36 and B39) show no clear

difference between the rates of growth in schooling per child between the

second half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth.

The only clear break comes around 1950 t when the growth of both enrollment

rates and days a.ttended per enrolled pUp'i1 decelerates. Note that these

indicators refer only to trends in the schooling of the part of the labor

force that grew up in the United States.

A clearer contra.st between the era;s before and after, say t 1909 or 1915

is offered by what we know about immigra.tion into the U.S. Before World

War I fluctua.tions in the average skill level of the labpr force were apparently

dominated by changes in immigration. Immigration often accounted for a third
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of the growth in the U.S. labor force. More relevant for the history of skilled

wage ratios, the level and nature of immigration fluctuated considerably.

When the rate of new arrivals jumped, the economy was presented with a

generous supply of workers with lower levels of skills and market contacts

than characterized the U.S. labor force a.s a whole (Thomas [1973J, ch. IX;

Higgs [1971J). The shortfall in their relative skills also fluctuated across

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Figure ~ illuminates the link between immigration and trends in wage

ratios, the growth of the labor force, and the average quality of the labor

force. The period in which new arrivals from abroad had the greatest impact

on the U.S. labor force was the decade 1846-1855, when a flood of Irish (and

Germans) came to America. The period of second greatest impact in proportion

to the size of the U.S. labor force was the last decade of peace before

World War I. These two decades of peak influx were special in other ways.

as well. They were the decades in which the relative occupational "quality"

of the immigrants was lowest. The data on the occupational classes of

immigrants single out the Irish wave in mid-century as one in which the

unskilled occupations reached their highest share of the total declared

occupations. The 1903-1913 wave consisted primarily of immigrants from

lower-income, non-Eng1ish-speaking countries in ea.stern and southern Europe.

Both waves helped to create the "labor aristocracy" that gave the English

speaking skilled native workers as high a pay a.dvantage over the unskilled

as skilled workers enjoyed in any other high-income country. The Williamson

series on the skilled wage ratio in Figure 2. singles out theperiod of

heavy immigration at mid-century as the one in which the skilled wage ratio

shot up to record levels, a.nd a.ll the series in Figures 1 through 3
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(c)

Yearly gross immigration between business cycle peaks, per 1000 of U.S. '
population: Richard A. Easterlin, Population, Labor Force, and Long
Swings in Economic Growth (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968),
Table B-2. The series stops with 1910-13.

Ratio of average GNP per capita in countries of inunigrants' or~g~n to
US GNP per capita: Appendix G in the author's forthcoming book on
Fertility and Scarcity in America. The observations plotted refer to
the ~estlnations' shares in immigration into the U.S. in the second
halves of decades (e.g. 1846-50, 1856-60). The ratios of GNP per
capita to that for the US, as explained in Appendix G, are for the
preceding US census years (e.g. 1840 for the 1846-50 immigrants).

Share of high-skill and high-status occupations among immigrants declaring
their occupations: U~S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the
United States ••• (1960), Series C115-C132. The figures refer to average--
quinquennial shares taken by the categories "professional," "commercial,"
and"skilled" in total declared occupations. The last observation is 1896-98,
after which a new and non-comparable occupational classification was adopted.
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identify the last decade b~fore World War I as a nadir in the r~lative

status of unskilled labor.

It appears from this partial evidence that if we had a series on the

rates of growth in the relative skill of the labor force from 1800 to the

present, a consistent pattern would be seen. The periods in which the size

of the labor force grew the fastest--in particular, the entire period before

World War I--were periods in which the growth of the a.verage skill level of

the labor force gtew slowly. And the period of slower growth in the labor

force--roughly, the half-century from 1915 to 1965--was one of relatively

rapid upgrading of the skill of the labor force. Furthermore, the periods

in which numbers grew relatively fast and average skill relatively slowly

were periods of rising (or steady) inequa.lities. The levelling of incomes

was confined to the period of growth mo~e in the quality than in the size

of the labor force. There is a correlation, in other words, that points

unmistakably at an explanation of inequality trends in which labor supply

is the prime variable.

Exactly the same sort of correlation is suggested by a. superficial

glance at experience in other countries. Data on longer-run trends in the

quality of other countries' labor forces are not yet gathered, but the

correlation between pay ratios and the growth of the number of persons in

the labor force holds for other countries' recent history a.s well as for

our own. In Britain, as in the United States, the period from a.bout 1913

to the first decade after World Wa.r II is both the period in which pay ratios

and inequality plummeted and the period of slowest growth in the size of

the labor force. Germany experienced both her only sustained drop in skilled

wage ratios and a stagnation in growth of population and labor force between
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the 1900s a,nd the 1920s, primarily due to World War I. 18 Canada's con

traction of skilled wage ratios between the early 1930s and 1950 also

coincided with a period when the size of the Canadian labor force grew

more slowly than it grew in the peak growth period of 1901,:,,1911 or in the

1950s (Urquhart and Buckley [1965], pp. 55-66). The correlation even

seems to fit the quite different economic history of Japan. As noted above,

wage differe:ntia1s by skill, age, industry, and size of firm have shown

little long-tun trend, and were as high as ever by about 1960. The same

is true of the rate of growth of the Japanese labor force, which was at

least as rapid in the 1950s as in any earlier decade (Bank of Japan [1966],

pp. 53-57). For other countries. as for the United States, ~t wm1d be

worth investigating possible causal links behind this correlation, links

that may also relate to the rate of growth in the average "quality" of the

labor force.

Correlation is not ca.,usation, and there are many completely different

forces from those mentioned so far that may be the true causes of movements

in American inequalities, movements that just happen to resemble movements

in labor supply. These must be considered carefully before one can reach

conclusions about the apparent long-run role of labor supply. Most of

these competing explanations fail to fit the facts, but some do fit a.,nd

cannot be rejected.

V. Competing Explanations

Inflation and Equity. If one ignores the employment and price twists

of the Great Depression, there is a., correspondence between periods of infla

tion and periods of levelling of incomes and wage rates. Furthermore,
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inflations in industrialized countries in this century have, until 1970,

been tied towars. It has been argued that inflation levels incomes and

rates of pay in several wa.ys. First, the postwar data. clearly show a

short-run cyclical relationship between inflation and measures of overall

inequality of income. The reason is simply that inflation has been accompanied

by reductions in unemployment great enough to govern the cyclical movement

of inequality. The link between extra jobs and more equal incomes, however,

is just a cyclical influence on aggregate inequality and lacks the scope

to account for the parallel longer-run trends shown above.

A second variation on the inflation theme is that higher-level salaries

are more fixed in money terms than unskilled wage rates. Higher-level

salaries are often negotiated on long-term contracts and adjust only very

slowly to unforeseen changes in the cost of living. This argument is

supported by the fact that teachers' salaries, to take an example already

implicit in Figure 3 above, fa.iled to keep pace with the cost of living

and unskilled wage rates during sudden inflations, and correspondingly

fai led to drop a.s fast when prices fell off in the early 19308. The

difficulty with this sticky-salary variation on the inflation argument is

that it fails to explain why the equalizing that comes with sudden inflation

should persist long after the inflation has stopped and all salaries have

been renegotiated several times over (1920s, 1954-1960s).

Another variation on the inflation theme is one that sometimes relates

to inflation and sometimes does not. It has been argued that in periods

of wartime inflation the public considers it only fa.ir that rates of pay

should advance most rapidly for the poor. In part the argument seems to

be that a fear that the poor will be especially damaged by inflation turns
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sentiments in favor of more egalita.rian pay settlements. :But in part the

argument seems to say that maj or wars call for a sharing of 'na.tionalbur,dens

tha.t is inconsistent with prewar economic inequalities. 'The same band-tqgether

spirit encouraged by having rich and poor stand in the same ra.tion lines,

and by knowing during World War II that Princess Eliza.beth was an auto

mechanic, may well have been a force compelling a jump in unskilled wage

rates up toward skilled levels.

This wartime-sharing variant ha,s the strength of being a.n argument that

is consistent with the persistence of an egalitarian pay structure for some

time after the war has ended. Once equity-consciousness has been raised

by the wartime experience, it is plausible that the spirit should linger

on in postwar pay settlements. It is difficult to see, however, how such

a shift in attitude could still be a. prime determinant of the pay structure

a decade later. Competition and profit-maximization would soon take their

toll and reward those firms and workers who agreed on rates of pay re-establishing

the old inequalities if nothing but social attitudes had cha.nged. The new

attitudes could only persist if something else in the postwar setting made

lower pay differentials profitable to tens of thousands of employers. To

persist in the private sector, equity must be profitable.

All of the inflation and equity theories about income inequalities

suffer from the additional defect that inequalities have failed to drop

during some wars and other inflations. Pay ratios showed little net move-

ment during the Civil War and drifted upward during the gentle 1900-1913

inflation. Inequalities and pay ratios were not greatly affected by the

Vietnam war, except to the extent that fuller employment brought extra

incomes to the poor. Thus far the inflation of the 19708 has apparently
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done little levelling, since it has been characterized by less-than-full

employment and a relative rise in the food and fuel prices that take a

greater share of poor budgets than of rich.

Unions. The greatest reductions in wage differentials and overall

inequality came in a period of rising union power. And while American

unions have lacked an explicit policy for changing wage differentials,

their demands have seemed to favor the lower-skilled worker, more since the

19308 than before. It is reasonable to a.sk whether the impact of unions

has not been to raise the relative wages of the unskilled, while raising

all wages at the expense of profits.

At the loca.1 level, one can find cases in whi ch the impact of unions

on the wage structure was profound •. For example, the patternmakers at

the McCormick Works were able to win a handsome hike in their pay advantage

vis-a-vis unskilled workers during World War II, at a time when skilled

wB.ge premia were dropping in most sectors (Ozanne [1962J, pp. 293, 296, 298).

At the aggregate level, however, the union impact on income and wage

rate inequalities has apparently been minor at most. Union members still

make up less than 30 percent of the labor force, and pay differentials have

moved similarly in unionized and nonunionized industries. Changes in

union power provide no explanation for the apparent reduction in some

measures of inequality between 1913 and 1929, or for the tendency of pay

differentials to stabilize a.fter the Korean War, when union membership was

greater than ever before. Furthermore, even if unions had won for their

members the maximum possible influence allowed them by H. Gregg Lewis'

study (1963), they could not have reduced aggregate measures of inequality
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as much as these have declined in this century, in ,part beoauseunions

offer no relative gains fox large numbers of unskilled non-:-uni,on "workers.

Even what influence unions seem to have had is to bedenieClthemin a 10nger-

run perspective when one rec9gn~zes that union power can level rates of pay

for decadesl'on1y if the marketplace and/or the government ':s'omehow conspire

to keep up the dema,nd, or keep down the supply,of the kinds of ,labor , tha.t

have become unionized. It thus appears, as other studies have conel uded

for pay ratios (e.g. Hildebrand and Delahanty [1966J, Evans [1971J,. pp.,
189-191), that union power .c.anaccount for very little if any of the long-run

aggregate movement in wage ratios or overall income inequalities.

Another form of union impact also seems to fall short as an exp1ana.tion

for trends in wagerat:ios and.overa~l ineqp.ality. Unions have successfully

pushed for the passage of minimum ,wage legislation ever since the New Deal,

and it is rea,sonab1e to wonder whether or not this might not a,ccount for

the levelling in the 1940s. Since the demand for unskilled labor always

has some elasticity, especially over adec.adeor more, any ability of

minimum wage legislation to drive up the relative price of unskilled labor

would have to be reflected.in .either.a sustained rise in unemployment

specific to the unskilled or a retardation of the migra,tion of workers from

the legally exempt farm sector. Neither of these developments .occurred

in the 1940 sandeady 1950s,when:wagedifferent~a1swere shrinking.

If one entertains the further argument that these indica,tions of the

effectiveness of minimum wage legislation were prevented by gov~rnment

expansion aimed at, preserving full employment along with legal ,minimum

wages, it remains to be.shown .thatthenet resu ltof this combination of
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policies would have somehow kept skilled wages and profits from rising

during the inflation designed to employ all of the unskilled at the minimum

wage rates. The minimum wage hypothesis would at that point become equivalent

to the inflation argument already examined.

The Supply of Land. It is common to argue that the rapid expansion

of available land in America before 1900 must have been a considerable

democratizing and levelling influence. An unskilled worker who faced poor

prospects in Eastern industry could flee tp the opportunity of developing

a farm on good soil relatively unencumbered with obligations to landlords

and governments. As more and more farmland became accessible, it might

have turned out that incomes levelled. But this influence was apparently

never the predominant one on the distribution of income among Americans.

In the nineteenth century, when the supply of land grew rapidly, the

distribution of wealth and skilled wage ratios moved toward inequality.

Two decades after the rate of growth of farm acreage dropped off at the

start of this century, income and wealth began to become more equally

distributed. What we know about the supply of land reinforces, rather than

solves, the task of explaining the historic trends in income distribution.

Engel's Law and the shift out of agriculture. Engel's Law has estab

lished that a given percentage increase in income per capita causes a smaller,

but definitely positive, reduction in the share of household incomes spent

on food. La.rgely for this reason, resources have been shifting out of

agriculture for two centuries. Since agriculture tends to employ unskilled.

labor more intensively than the rest of the economy, it is reasonable to

suspect that variations in the degree and impact of the shift in demand
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away from agriculture might affect the relative income of unskilled labor,

thereby contributing to an explanation of trends in inequality,. Other

authors have previously pointed out that a growth-induced shift of resources

out of agriculture affects the degree of overall inequality in more ways

than one. The shift in demand away from farm products should tend to raise

the ratios of nonfarm skilled wage rates a,nd profit rates to the wage rate

on unskilled labor. On the other hand, the same shift should hurt the returns

to farm land more than the wage rates for the unskilled, a tendency that

should help reduce inequalities, since farm land is less equally distributed

than farm or total unskilled labor power. At the same time, for any given

structure of rates of pay, the migration of persons and property from the

farm to the nonfarm sector can itself shift the degree of overap inequality.

The suspicion that growth in incomes, by shifting resources out of

agricu1ture,19 should widen gaps between higher ea,rning rates (and profit

rates) and the unskilled rate seems sound, even though the effect on the

returns to farm property should partly counteract this inegalitarian tendency.

The difficulty with this explanation of trends in inequality comes on the

empirical level rather than the theoretical. The shift out of agriculture

has been proceding rather steadily throughout our national history, and

the rate of decline in agriculture's sha,re was no greater when income in-

equality was widening before about 1910, or when it wa,s steady after the

Korean War, than when it was falling between the last prewar decade and the

decade following World War II. It would appear that over the long run the

growth of incomes and Engel's Law have had much less influence on the

relative wage rate of unskilled labor than they have had on the returns to

farm land ownership.
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The other type of argument stressing the shift out of agriculture is

the interesting suggestion by Kuznets (1955) and others that a steady move-

ment of the population out of agriculture, even with rates of pay constant,

can first raise and then lower overall inequality. The suggestion should

be taken seriously, in view of the movement of U.S. income and wealth first

toward and then away from inequality.

Under certain conditions, but not under others,20 a steady migration

away from agriculture can indeed generate a curved path of inequality. To

see how, let us imagine a simple example similar to that used by Kuznets.

Suppose that everyone employed in agriculture earns $5,000 a year and everyone

employed outside of agriculture earns $10,000 a year. Start from a

situation in which everyone is employed in agriculture. The migration of

the first person to the new higher-paying sector creates inequality where

none had existed before. Further migration will for a while continue to

raise most measures of inequality, such as the share earned by the top five

percent of individuals. Ultimately, though, the migration must bring a

return to equality in this simple example. When the last farmer has moved

to the other sector, perfect equality would again be restored, since every-

one would be earning $10,000.

It turns out that this possibility is not only mathematically fragile

but also unhelpful in explaining what has happened to the American distribu

tion of income. Data series like those shown in Figures 1 through 3

make it clear that the up-then-down movement of inequality holds within

each major sector, and is not just an aggregate artifact of migration be

tween sectors. The forces that first widened a,nd then narrowed inequalities

were more pervasive in their impact than the migration examples can imply.
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Bia.ses in technological progress. A potentially powe-rf.ul determinant

of the distribution of income is the degree to which the cour.seof technological

progress tends to economize on certain factors of production and to favor

the use of others. A bias toward saving on unskilled labor can widen income

gaps by worsening job prospects and relative wage rates for the unskilled

while bidding up ra.tes of return on skills and property.

Econometric estimates of the aggregate bias in technological change

in the twentieth century encourage the belief that in the pattern of bias

we have discovered one of the keys to trends in American inequality. For

the U.S. economy as a whole each of several studies has found considerable

labor-saving bias from around the start of this century to 1929, followed

by either neutrality or 'alabor-t,Ising bias. from 1929 to World War II, and

some deba.te over whether or not a strong labor-savihg bias has resumed in

the postwar period (David and va.n de Klundert [1965 J; Brown [1966 J, ch.

10; Morishima. and Saito [1968J). None of these studies actually made

separate measurement of the use of unskilled and of skilled labor. This

aggregation of all labor makes it more difficult to get inferences a.bout

the distribut·,ion of income, but it ca.n be guessed that an era of labor-saving

technological change is one in which the labor being replaced with other

inputs by the change in techniques tended to be unskilled. The econometric

literature thus suggests that the equalization of incomes between 1929 and

1945 may have been due to a switch in the bias of aggregate technological

progress from labor-saving to labor-using. The absence of any further

equalization within the postwar era might be tied to the tendency of tech

nology to drift toward labor-saving once again.

On closer examination, this explanation breaks down for longer-run
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movements, though it is still of considerable help in explaining certain

decade-to-decade changes. To understand the causa,l role of technological

bias, one must be careful to identify what part of the aggregate technological

change is in fact exogenous rather than just a reflection of other forces

already measured separately. The aggregate technological bias, say toward

labor-saving, can for any time period be decomposed into the following

more usable parts:

(1) aggregate bias due to shifts in sectoral shares of output (e.g. ,
the shift out of agriculture);

(2) bias due to differences in the rate of neutral productivity
advance between sectors using labor in different degrees;

(3) the labor-saving bias within sectors,
(3a) some of which is a response to movements in factor prices, and
(3b) some of which is exogeno~s.

All of the first and some of the third source of aggregate technological

bias are not causal influences. The shift of resources from, say, agri-

culture to other sectors is something that looks like an unskilled-Iabor-saving

technological change, in that the receiving sectors use unskilled labor less

intensively than agriculture. But the shift of resources between sectors

is not an exogenous determinant of the processes that determine incomes.

It is instead an endogenous part of the same processes, and requires explana-

tion. It may be that some other dimension of technological change, such

as a rapid rate of technological progress outside of agriculture, is the

ca,use of the shift between sectors, but the point remains that the sectoral

shift itself ([IJ above) is not a causal influence on the income distribu-

tion. The same point can be made about (3a,): an apparent bias toward labor~

saving that is just a response to rising wages does not deserve to be counted

as a factor influencing wage rates and other incomes (unless one is for some
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reason comparing what actually happened with a hypothetical world in which

substituting 'other factors for labor were impossible). Thu.s, 'to identify

te'chnological 'biases that a.re independent influences on the distribution of

income, one must empirica lly isolate the exogenous factors, (2) and (3b)

above.

Some a.uthors have taken care to provide measures of technological bias

that succeed in pointing out some of its exogenous components for the United

States in this century. Kendrick (1961, pp. 136-137) ha.s presented separate

estimates of total factor productivity growth for several sectors and sub

sectors for several periods from 1889 to 1953. Morishima. and Saito (op.

cit.), Keller (1973), and Williamson ("War, Immigration, and Technology"

[1974]) have all examined the decomposition of technological bias into the

w.orking parts listed above. One outcome of these studies is to show that

most of the apparent aggregate bias is due to shifts in sectoral shares

plus sectoral differences in rates of neutral productivity advance. It

turns out that a. prime determinant of demand for factors has been the

difference inneutra.lproductivity advance between a.griculture, which uses

unskilled labor intensively, and industry (all nonfarm nonservice sectors).

For example, Keller and Williamson have shown that what looked like a jump

in labor-saving bia.s from the years around World War I to the 1920s was

the result of a jump in· the difference between productivity grcwth in manu

facturing and in agriculture. With productivity advancing much more rapidly

in ma.nufacturing, which used unskilled labor much less intensively tha.n

agriculture, a.ggregate measures recorded a. bias toward techniques'--actually,

toward a sector--that used unskilled labor much more spa.ringly.

Over the longer period, the productivity estimates of Kendrick and
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others show that productivity continued to advance more rapidly in manu

facturing, transportation and utilities than in a.gricu1ture until sometime

around World Wa.r II. There is some evidence that this inter-sectoral gap

in neutra.1 productivity advance favored the non-farm sector more during

periods of rising income inequa1ity--1889-1909 and 1919-1929--than during

periods of declining inequa1ities--1909-1919 and 1929-1953 (Kendrick, loco

cit.). In the sectoral differences in productivity growth, then, we may

have found a force that can compete with movements in the quantity and

quality of labor supply as a partial explanation of changes in the trends

in American inequality.

The,rate of c~pita1 accumulation. If the rate of accumulation of

nonhuman capital were an exogenous force, it would seem attractive as an

additional explanation for the observed trends in inequality. Between 1840

and 1912, when inequalities were widening, the capital stock grew at the

rapid rate of 5.01 percent per a.nnum (Da.vis et a.1., p. 34). The subsequent

levelling of incomes was accompanied by a. ra,te of capital accumu1at ion of

only 2.07 per cent between 1912 and 1950, and the rate of a.ccumu1ation rose

to 3.30 during the 1950s, when no further equalizing trend was evident.

These swings in the rate of capital accumulation were wide enough so that

even the capital stock per man-hour grew faster during the drift toward

inequality than during the levelling period. This correlation suggests

that more rapid accumulation of nonhuman capital may raise inequalities by

bidding up the return to skills of all sorts while displacing unskilled

labor. That surmise is encouraged by the findings of Gri1iches (1969)

and Berndt and Christensen (1973) that capital and skills tend to be comp1e

menta.ry inputs, both of which tend to be substitutes for unskilled labor.
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Yet the ra,te of capital accumulation is a varia,ble that no explanation

.of trends in income inequali ty ca.n afford to leave unexpla:ine.dandexogenQus.

Both intuition and recent battles in economic growth theory po,int to the

relationship between income distribution and capital accumulation as being

a simultaneous, or reciprocal, one. It is as easy to argue that income

inequality fosters rapid capital a,ccumulat ion as it is to argue the reverse..

To make good use of the information we have about trends in the rate of

capital accumulation, one must identify long-run influences that could have

altered both the rate of accumulation and the degree of income inequality

together. Two basic changes in t he economy could have caused the rate of

accumulation, the trend in inequality, and the rate of profit all to take

a long-term drop as they did around the time of World War 1. Both changes

have been introduced .above. One is, ,the shift in the rate of growth in the

labor force. The other is the movement in sectora.l differences in total

factor productivity advance.

The drop in the rate of growth in the labor force during World War I

and again at the end of the 'twenties is a force that could have squeezed

profits, wage and salary inequalities., and capital accumulation simultaneously.

The reduction in the rate of growth of the labor force held back the supply

of both unskilled and skilled labor. The tendency of the slower growth

of the labor force to raise the rate of improvement of its average skill

level meant that the restriction in labor supply wa.s more severe in the

lower-skill job markets. Faced with this slower supply expa.nsion, firms

found it ha.rder to keep profits up. The pressure on profits in turn cut

into firms' ability to use inside funds to finance real capital formation.

Since borrowed funds a.re in fact seldom ava.ilable at the opportunity cost
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of inside funds, the reduction of profits ~uts investments through the total

supply of funds as well as through its influence on expectations about the

returns from capital formation. If this argument is correct, then the

reduction in labor supply growth lowered the pa.y advantage of skilled labor

in two ways: directly, by encouraging the growth of the average skill of

those who supply labor, and indirectly, by cutting into the accumulation of

nonhuman capital, which is complementary in use w.!.th skills.

The other influence drilJi.ng skill premia, profits, a.nd accumulation in

the same direction is the history of sectoral differences in rates of pro

ductivity growth. Recall that productivity apparently advanced faster in

industries using unskilled labor less intensively during the periods 1889-1909

and 1919-1929, while this was not true during the decade 1909-1919 or after

1929. This pattern, as noted, corresponded roughly with the time division

between rising a.nd falling inequalities. It could be that the shift in

total factor productivity growth back toward sectors using unskilled labor

intensively (a.griculture, in particular), especially after 1929, not only

depressed skills' pay advantage but also may have cut into profits and capital

accumulation to the advantage of returns to farmers as well as to unskilled

labor. It is not clear that a shift in the locus of productivity advance

would have all fuese effects, but it is possible.

The effect of taking account of trends in the rate of capital accumula

tion is thus to add another channel through which movements in labor supply,

and possibly sectora.l differences in productivity advance, seem likely to

have influenced trends in inequality.

The rise of government. The era in which inequalities shrank was also

one in which the share of national product consumed by government rose. The
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wars were, of course, the main infl,llence on gove:rnment:' s, sJ:ia.;-pe:, hllt a,fter

each war that share failed to fall all the way back to it,l3; p:I1e.war position.

How might the ris.e of government have fostered the levelling, of ~\rsonal

incomes measured before taxes? One· way is by raising the share of the labor

force drafted or induced into the armed forces, thereby bidding up, wages.

This type of government influence is but. another :E;orm· of lahor supply

restriction. Its importance during wa,rs reinforces the labor-supply argument

always discusl3ed. The other kind of government impact is. to shift the,

composition of demand for fina,l products, both in war a,nd in peace, by

replacing what the government buys with what would have been bought were,

it not for the, extra tax.es and deficit. financing. 21 If it could be shown

that the government's purchases of goods and services create a much greater

demand for lapor, especiaUy for more uns.killed labor, than the same amount

of displaced priva:te demand, then the rise of government has been a levelling

influence on incomes even. aside from its effects on troop levels, aggregate

demand, and the progressivity of taxation.

To compa,re the labor content of government demand with that of the

dema,nd it displaces, one needs data on the sectoral distribution of govern

ment demand and other demands, on the ratios of employment to sales in each

sector, and an input-output table. A careful es.timation of the l,abor content

of government verSUI3 other demand ca,nnot be. performed here. A tenta,tive

judgment can be reached, however, by inspecting some 0.£ the features of

the U.S. input-output structure in 1939, 1947, 1958, and 1963 (Carter [19701"

ch. 8; Bezdek et a1. [1973]). Casual 'inspection reveals no net dtii.£ference

between the man,:"hours of labor content of government demand and that of

other sectors, whether the other sectors are all others or the priva,te
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demand mix that declined in periods when government's share rose. More

revealing is an input-output performed by Anne P. Carter. She calculated

the changes in labor a.nd capital demand that would have ensued in the periods

1939-1947 and 1947-1958 if the actual changes in final demand composition

had been combined with ~n unchanged structure of prices and input-output

ratios (£E. cit., pp. 150-151). In none of the variants tried did the

shift in dema,nd have any noteworthy effect on the aggregate ratio of capital

stock to man-hours. This result obtained even though the period 1947-1958

was one in which the Cold War raised the government's share of real (1958

dollar) aggregate demand from 12.9 percent to 21.3 percent (Bureau of

Economic Analysis, £2. cit., Series A2 and A34).22 Apparently a shift in

demand from priva.te parties to the government affects the rela.tive strength

of demand for labbr very little if at all. The tentative conclusion reached

is that the government shifts demand toward unskilled la.ber and away from

capital primarily or solely by pulling bodies into the armed forces and by

raising aggregate demand in the short run.

Conclusion. No other potential influence on the distribution of

income fits the long-run movements in inequality as well as the beha.vior

of the labor supply. The closest competitor is the sectoral distribution

of advances in productivity, discussed above. Other forces presumably also

have a strong unit impact on the degree of inequality. Exogenous shifts

in demand, intra-sectoral technological innovations that throw the unskilled

out of work, and the political power of organized labor all could have been

the dominant influences on inequality if they had moved in the right direc

tions while the labor supply grew at a steady rate. But that did not happen.

Instead the trends in American inequality a.nd movements in labor supply
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happened to qe such as to reveal the strong effect of the latter on the

fonner. The marked changes in the ra.te of growth of man-hours supplied

happened to govern changes in inequality trends, apparently through their

effects on the rate of growth of skills and the rate of accumulation of

capita.I.

VI. The Impact of Fertility on the Quantity a.nd Quality of Labor Supply

If the rate of growth of the labor force is indeed a powerful influence

on income inequality, then there is clearly a causal connection running

from fertility to inequality: more ba.bies, more workers later on, lower

wages, and so forth. More needs to be said, however, about the link between

fertility and labor supply. The number of extra children is not itself

the number of extra workers crea.ted a generation later, and the link between

fertility and labor quality deserves £uller documentation.

For several reasons the net impa,ct of a given number of births on

the size of the labor force is less than the proportion of these births

that survives to labor-force a,ge. First, the arrival of the extra children

pulls wives out of the labor force to some extent. A third child, for

example, tends to reduce the mother's la.bor force participation by 2779

hours (or 1.4 full-time years at 2000 hours a year), while raising the

father's total work by something like 150 hours, over the 18 years in which

the child is growing up in the home. 23 Second, half of the extra children

w.ill participa.te in the labor force only about half of their m rking-age

years by virtue of being born female. Finally, the a.ppearance of the

extra labor force entrants when the extra children reach their later teens

will worsen job prospects for others and induce them to drop out of the

labor force. Figures presented by Easterlin ([1968J, Table A-3) show that
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since the shutting off of immigration in the 1920s there has been some

tendency for growth of the labor force through natural increa.se to be par

tially offset by changes in labor-force pa.rticipa.tion ra.tes. Yet when

all of these effects are taken into account, it is still true that extra

fertility has a large unit impact on the size of the labor force a genera

tion la.ter.

What is less obvious is that the connection between extra fertility,

lower inputs into the development of each child, lower rates of improvement

in skill levels, a.nd wider income ga.ps can be demonstra.ted fairly clea.rly

on both the national level a.nd the individual level. The demonstration

that larger family size significantly reta.rds the achievements of individual

children was the subject of Discussion Paper 218 in this series. We turn

next to the macroeconomic signs pointing to a negative effect of fertility

on the rate of improvement in labor force quality. On both levels the channel

through which fertility transmits its negative effect on earnings power is the

level of schooling.

The trend in overall inequality of income relates to schooling in two

ways. The faster the a.verage level of schooling advances, the more the

skilled wage ratios will tend to decline, since a more schooled labor force

is one in which the supply of skills is greater and more elastic relative

to the supply of unskilled labor. Furthermore, overall inequality is some

what enhanced by greater dispersion in schooling. The degree of dispersion

in schooling in turn d~pends on the generosity of taxpayer and philanthropic

support for elementa.ry and secondary public schooling, which tends to be

more of a.n income-equalizing influence than either priva.te schooling or

public support at the university level.
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The ra,tes of growth in theeduca,tional attainment of a,dults,already

cited in Ta,ble 3 above, suggest tha,t higher fertility may drag down the

'~

average educational atta,inment of entire cohorts of Americans. 'The growth·'

ofeduca,tiona,l a,ttainment of a,dults 25 and over began to decelerate in the

period 1965-1972, when children schooled entirely within thepostwa,rera

bega,n to reach a,ge 25. The period from 1945 to the early 19608 was, of

course, a boom period for both a,dult incomes and fertility. For the first

time in our history a la,rge and sustained improvement in incomes was aCCOI1l-

panied by a rise, ra,ther than a, decline, in fertility. The lower rate of

improvement in schooling registered for the postwar generation seems related

to the pressures which rising fertility placed on the abilities of parents

a,nd taxpayers to find the time and money for raising child schooling and

earning potential.

By itself the deceleration in schooling attainment for adults since

1965 is hardly proof that higher fertility has strained aggregate child

support, even though Beverly Duncan's calcula,tions (1968, p. 611) imply tha.t

the slower average schooling growth for those over 25 should last through

the 1970s. More evidence is needed--and more evidence is ava,ilable, both ..,.-....

from time series and from cross-sections of the population.

The baby boom raised the share of the population that wa,s of school

age from 1950 through 1968. To see if this reversal in the long-run decline

in childrens' share of the population really affected schooling inputs and

a,ttenda,nce, we can compare educational expenditures and attendance rates

in these years with the trends indica,ted by ea,rlier yea,rs. To identify

the effect of the baby bulge, it is important to give other independent

variables their due weight. In particular, it is essential that the incomes
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of adults be taken into account, since all relevant studies have shown

that adults' incomes are the strongest determinant of both educational

expenditures and the length of school a.ttenda.nce by children.

Figure 6 and Table'4 are designed to reveal the possible impact

of the age distribution of the popu1a.tion on educationa.1 expenditures per

child. Figure 6 plots the ratio of eXPenditures per child to income

(GNP) per adult, both for public elementary and secondary schooling and

for all schooling, against real income per adult. The first pattern revealed

by the course of these two variables is that expenditures for education

have been very elastic with respect to income, so much so that their ratio

to income itself has risen sharply and systematically with income growth.

This is true even though the data slightly overstate this elasticity by

implicitly using the GNP price deflator to deflate educational expenditures,

missing the fa.ct that a service like educa,tion has risen in price more

ra.pid1y than' GNP as a whole. A second pattern, similar to the behavior of

teachers' wa,ges in Figure 3 above, is the cyclical sensitivity of educa

tion's share of GNP. When prices shoot up, as in World War II, school

budgets are very slow to respond, being locked into yearly pay contracts

and some inertia in property tax receipts. The opposite happened with

prices dropped in the Great Depression, for which data, have not been presented

here. When prices and wages fell off in the early 1930s, educational

expenditures hardly changed at all, causing a sharp rise in their share

of GNP. Over the longer run, however, this behavior cancels out, leaving

a much more sta.b1e re1a.tionship between educa.tiona.1 expenditures and income.

The possible role played by movements in fertility a.nd the age distribu

tion is shown in the shift of the trend in expenditures occurring in 1950.
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Table 4. The Relationship of Educational Expenditures to Income per
Adult and to the Share of Children 5-19 in the Population, 1840-1972

Share of GNP (3)ratio Ed9cationa1 expen- (6) Exhibit :
spent on of chi1- ditures per child GNP per adult

School (l)public (2)all dren 5-19 +GNP per adult in 1958
year e1em.&sec. achooling to adults (4)pub. (5)all dollars
ending in schooling (20 & up) e1em.+sec. expen• (previous yr.)

1840 .. 0.6 •8008 0.75 799.9
1850 0.33 0.7 .7841 0.42 0.91 882.1
1860 0.46 0.8 .7335 0.63 1.09 1032.5
1870 0.84 1.3 .6601 1.28 1. 97 1136.7
1880 0.81 1.1 .6611 1.22 1.67 1328.9
1890 1.13 1.5 .6210 1.81 2.42 1485.2
1900 1.23 1.7 .5787 2.14 2.89 1818.7
1910 1.28 .5224 2.44 2167.0
1920 1.23 .5018 2.42 2362.6
1930 2.25 3.1 .4776 4.70 6.74 2721.5
1940 2.59 3.5 .4006 6.46 8.73 2432.3
1942 1.87 2.6 .3783 4.93 6.87 2972.9
1944 1.28 1.8 .3633 3.52 4.96 3695.7
1946 1.37 2.0 .3508 3.91 5.70 3782.4
1948 1.86 2.8 .3513 5.31 7.97 3233.1
1950 2.28 3.4 .3507 6.49 9.70 3285.9
1952 2.24 3.4 .3612 6.20 9.42 3799.7
1954 2.49 3.8 .3828 6.51 9.92 4023.3
1956 2.75 4.2 .4017 6.86 10.45 4186.4
1958 3.10 4.8 .4224 7.34 11.36 4240.8
1960 3.20 3.2 .4417 7.24- 11.55 4370.7
1962 3.40 3.4 .4617 .7 .• 36 12.13 4452.3
1964 3.50 3.5 .4713 7.39 12.89 4805.3
1966 3.80 3.8 .4891 7.76 13.49 5266.5
1968 3.80 3.8 .5119 7.42 14.07 5·544.9
1970 3.56 3.6 .4785 7.44 15.68 5778.7
1972 3.80 3.8 .4539 8.37 17.63 5669.5

Sources for Table 4 (and Figure 6):

Column (1) For some years, the figures on public elementary and secondary school
expenditures came from separate sources~ for others, their ratio was given in
a sign1e source. The figures on public expenditures, 1840-1870, of which less
than 5% were for public support to higher education, are from Albert Fish10w,
"Levels of Nineteenth-Century American rnvestment in Education," Journal of
GconornicHistory, vol. 26, no. 4(December 1966), Table 1. For 1870-1920, the
figures for public elementary and secondary expenditures come from U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States ••• (Washi8gton: GPO,
1960), Series H252. For 1930,,1968, the ;;:tio of these expenditures to the previous
year's GNP is given by Abbott L. Ferriss, Indicators of Trends in American Edu
cation(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969), p. 184. The exp;nditure figures
for 1970 and 1972, along with GNP for 1969· and 1971, ere given in U.S. Bureau of
the Census, StatisticAl Abstract of the United States 1972 (Washington: GPO, 1972).
The GNP figures for 1890-1970 are~om U.S. Bureau of Eco;omic Analysis, Long
~ Economic Growth, 1860-1970(Washington: GPO, 1973), Series A7 and AB. For
1840-1880, the estimates of GNP in current dollars are the Gallman estimates
cited by Fish1ow, £p.. cit., Table 3.
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Sources; for Table 4: (and Figure. 6)' (Cont;inuedD,:,

CqJumn (Z): For 1840-1900". Fishlow, TaMe 3. For 1:930~1972,:. U.S." Office of
Education, Digest'"of<Educational Statist.i.cs~;,._L972(Was:hingit'om:'GPO, 1972,Y',
p. 25.

Cqlumn (3):, For de'cennia!. cens.us" years"" 1840~1,950, Hist,orical. Statistics t pp-.. 8~10"

wi.th. the 1840 ratio applying to, males only,., Ror:. all' o.ther yea~s." var-lou€;
reports, in Current, Population; Reports". Serd:,'es'. P':'25, P-45, and~ P'-47 e,

CQlumn' (4) = (l:),7,{3).

Column-, (5) = (2)~,.(3).

CQ,lumn (6): For: 1'89'0-1970; Bureau of Economic Analysis, ~. cit., Series ALand.:A2",
divided by the share of adults in the, popu1a.tion, which was ca1culated,~ from the
same sources cited.. for Column, (3). This series, ~l7as spliced at 1890 onto an
index of NNP per. member of the! labor force from Lance E. ,Davis.~.a1., American
Economic Growth-(New York: Harper and Row, 19;72), p •. 34, to derive. estimates of
the 1958-elollarGNP'p,er adult for 1840'\"1880. For 1972~ Statistical Abstract,
••• 1972.,
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That was the year that children born toward the end of the war entered

primary school, and the year in which the share of school-age children

in the population stopped its historic decline and began rising. The trend

in expenditure's relation to income rema-ins less steep from then until

1968, when the share of the population that is of school age peaks and begins

to decline again. The 1950-1968 pattern represented an even sharper break

for public elementary and secondary school expenditures than for total

expenditures, suggesting (but not documenting) a shift to a less equal

distribution of school inputs among children. The consistency of this

flatter trend over the 1S-year period is striking in view of the good

reasons one could have had for expecting no such dip in the long-run trend.

The period 1950-1968 was one in which a large share of voters had a direct

pa.renta1 sta.ke in better schools and higher taxes. The decade 1958-1968

was also the Sputnik decade, in which a whole nation cried for better schools

to catch up with the Russians. Yet in these years the trend in expenditures,

given the level of adult incomes, remained flatter tha.n the trend for 1850

1950 or, so far, that for 1968 on.

The same peculiarity of the years after 1950 is shown by the data on

enrollment rates and attendance rates in Table '5. These confirm that

the trends in median yea.rs of schooling for adults revealed by census-based

data in Ta.b1e 3 above, are not a misleading indica.tion based on the a.rbi

trariness of using a median to represent a. mean.

It can still be objected that the time series just reviewed do not

prove that the extra births dragged down society's inputs into children's

educational developments. Perhaps there were other factors that made 1950

1968 look special, factors wholly unrelated to the rush of a large share
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Ra:t.es ·of iGlZ'OWitih .in S.c:hto.ol El'lXoo!l1:me'l'l:t l~;a!l::,esia:a\!lAtt:(t<e<til'd.a;1ilCie

Rat.es., 1'850-1970.

(perce.nt,p.erannum)

.Ra:te 'of grow:t·h .in~

Period

1850-:60
.1860-1'0
.1870-80
1880-90
'1.890-00
1900-10
1910-20
1920-30

.1930-40
1'940-50

!(1940-44)
(H)44-50)

1950-:60
1960-70

(l)
Pup ilsenrolIed
per 'child :0£

scho.ol .age

.o.70a
-0.44a
.1.77a
:O.• 46b
:0.• .Q8c
O.15c
O.48c
0.68c
0.47c

-0.,16c
(-L39)c
(0.'66) c

0 •.27c
0.22c

(2)
Da,Y.sa.t't·e:nd.ed
'perye.a:r per
,:pupil .enro1.led

0.• .34
0 •.62
1..37
1.3'2
.0.70
1.65
'0.59
0.1.9

(-0 •.63)
( 1,09)

0.14
0.23

('3)= :(1)+(2)
.Day;sattended

.pe:r chi lid '0 f
·sdlGolage

.2.H
1.08
1.45
1.A5
1.18
2.33
1.'06
0.55

,(-2.'02)
( 1. 75)

0.41
'.0.•45

Notes and sources ito Ta'bl:e 5·:

a: based .on ratio of 'enr,olLp:1ent:s for aUage:stopopu1a.tion 5-1'9.
b : based on ratio of ·enroTlmen'ts 5-11'., :publH.c school:s only, to population

5-17.
'c: based on ratiio ofpublLcplus nOh-public schoolenro11ments 5-17 to 'popu

1'ation 5-17.

Sourc·es: U.S. Bur:eau ·of Ec.onomic Analysis ,Longo-.ter,m Economic Growth, 1860-1970
(Washington: .GPO, 1'973), Series .B36 and '1339; and U.S. Bureau of the ,Census,
His toricalStatis:tiics fior ,the United Sitates •.•• (:I-lashi:ngt.on:GPO, 1'960)"
pp.• ' '207, 213.•
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of the population through the schools. In particular, perhaps the decelera

tion in both expenditures and years of schooling attained simply reflects

a natural limit on the share of our lives and funds that can be profitably

spent on formal education. Perhaps by 1950 Americans had raised formal

education to such a high level that the population cannot find good reason

to make the median child spend more than 12 or 13 years in school, except

for a very slow upwa.rd creep over the decades a.s teaching techniques improve

and incomes rise. On this reasoning it is perfectly natural for the income

elasticity of education to .drop as a. society becomes super-educated.

This argument about natural limits fails to fit another kind of

evidence as well as does the argument that higher fertility puts a strain

on educa,tional inputs. The additiona.l evidence comes not from a time

series, but from a cross-section. G. S. Tolley a.nd E. Olson (1971) recently

exa.mined the interrelationship between educationa.l expenditures per pupil

a.nd incomes per a,dult (employee) over a cross-section of the sta.tes in the

U. S. for 1960. Their ma.in purpose was to sort out the simultaneity of

the income-educa,tion relationship. They found that educational expenditures

per pupil were strongly a.ffected by two varia.bles in particular. One wa.s

income per employee, which was in turn affected by urbanization, population

density, ra.cia,l mixture, nonhuma.n wea.lth, and the schooling of the adult

population. The other, always negative a,nd significant at the 1 percent

level, was the ratio of pupils to employees. This ratio, which varied

across states in response more to fertility differences than to differences

in enrollment ra.tes, a.ga,in reflected the greater pressure imposed on family

and taxpayer resources for given income levels by a. larger share of school

aged children in the population. Nor can their cross-;sectional result be

dismissed as further evidence on the natural limits to formal schooling:

the states for which a higher ratio of pupils to employees kept expenditures
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down were states with lower average expenditures and 10wer average educa.ti'onal.

attainment.

VII. Conclusion

There seems to be good re'ason for believing. that extra fertility

a.ffects the size and "quality" of the' labor force in ways that raise income

inequalities. Fertility, like immigration, seems to reduce the average

"quality" of the labor force, by reducing the amounts of family a.nd: public

school resources devoted to ea.ch child. The retardation in the histor.ic

improvement in labor force quality has in turn held back the rise in the

incomes of th e unskilLed relative to those enjoyed by skilled labor and

wealthholders.

These conJ;1ections have been revealed by a .compa.rison of trends in

American income inequal ity with trends in fertility, immigration, and the

growth in the size and quality of the la.bar force. Inequalities r.ose

gradually on all fronts in the century before World War I, when the supply

of unskilled labor was recurrently fed by large immigration inflows. As

fertility continued to decline and immigration was shut off a.round World

War I, inequalities in income bega;n to contract and continued to do so

until a.bout the end of the Korean War. Since then income inequa.lity has

shown no clear upward or downward trend. It appears likely, from data on

their numbers and schooling, that the passage of ba,by-boom children into

the labor force will be one force cquntering any further equalization of

incomes for the rest of the 1970s. The historical evidence in favo.r of

these conclusions is not ai.rtight, however. It is always possible to con

struct other, more elaborate, hypotheses to explain the swings in America.n
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income inequali.ty. Yet at some point simplicity is to be preferred, and

the reasoning linking inequality to fertility and labor supply has fewer

cumbersome working parts than others that happen to fit American experience.

If this reading of the macroeconomic evidence is correct, the case

for collective policies to encourage birth restrictiQn in countries with

ra.pid population growth is strengthened. Greater equality in the distribu

tion is a public good that political systems have great trouble purchasing

directly through taxes and transfers. The social returns to a long-run

investment in income through birth restriction, while quite distant, may

be very high.
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1. Again, see the survey results reported by Bumpass and Westoff (1970)
and by Westoff and Ryder in their forthcoming book based on the 1970 National
Fertility Survey.

2. It might seem that a. decline in fertility might raise inequality
through a third demographic effect, its tendency to raise the average age,
and the dispersion in ages, of the population. In a skill-based twentie.th
century economy like the United States,earning.s do ris'esteeply with age.
Yet the aging of the population set in motion by a decl ine in fertility
does not raise the inequality of lifetime income, which isrnore relevant
to our concern over inequality.

; .th.e o'

3. The emphasis here is on the rate of change in ratio of wage rates
to profit rates and rates of return on property. The same reasoning does
further suggest that lower fertility and slower growth of the labor force
mean absolutely lower profit and property rates o.f return than otherwise.
Yet, to a.nticipate an empirica.l problem, there is little reason to expect
this influence on rates of return to show up nic.ely in the data even if
the a.rgument is sound. Rates of return are knocked around by so many forces
that the influence of labor supply can easily escape detection. This is
especially so since the labor supply restriction can cut down the actual
amount of property accumu1a.tion, thereby cutting the denominator (capital
stock) as well as the numera.tor (profits) in .the ratio used to calculate
average rates of profit. Thus, even though the behavior of absolute profit
rates is consistent with the pre sent hypothesis, their mea.surement is shaky
enough to prevent using the profit rates .themselves as a. convincing test.

4. For evidence that property incomes and nonhuman wealth are less
equally distributed than ea,rningsa.nd human ca.pita1 in non-s lave societies,
see W. 1. King (1915), Kuznets (1953), Lydall (1968, p. 150), Lydall and
Lansing (1959), and Soltow (1965).

5. Throughout this paper the phrase "unskilled labor" is used
asa shorthand for "labor that receives very 10H pay in some base
year." The measurement of the total stock of unskilled labor that underlies
some of the commentary here is the base-year wage rate for some large bottom
class of wage-earners times the total man-hours in the labor force. That
is,part of the pa.y to everyone in the labor force (or of what they would
be paid if "fully" employed) is a return to the unskilled part of their
labo.r ,a.nd any addi tiona.1earnings are viewed as a return to their "skill."

. 6 •. Peter I:. Lin~ert, "::amily Inputs and Inequality Among Children,"
UnIversIty of WIsconsIn InstItute for Research on Poverty Discussion Pauer
No. 218-74. .

7. For a comparison of the mathematical properties of different
measures of inequality, see Theil (1963) and Atkinson (1970).

8. In the example used here, it is presumed that the shift of popula
tion out of agriculture would reduce inequality, for constant rates of pay
in each occupational class. That is likely to be the casea.s long as the
previous farm incomes of the migrants were not above the farm average, and
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a,s long as the nonfarm sector wa,s already a significa,nt share of the popu
lation. It ca,nnot be concluded, however, that any migration of persons
from lower to higher rates of pay will reduce inequality, even if the migrants'
new rate of pay is below the overall average. Such migration can raise
overall inequality in cases where the sector they are leaving (the fa,rm
sector here) dominates the economy and/or the migrants were better paid
in that sector than were those who stayed behind. For a discussion of the
conditions governing the net effect of migration on inequality see Simon
Kuznets' treatment of the shift out of agriculture in his "Economic Growth
and Income Inequality," American Economic Review, voL 45, no. 1 (March
1955), pp. 1-28; and especia,lly Henri Theil's section on l'Maxwell's Demon
on Ellis Island" in his Economics and Information Theory (Chicago: Ran~

McNally, 1963) pp. 114-120.

9. For a,nnua1 series on the dispersion in per capita, incomes in states
and regions, see Smo1ensky (1963) a,nd Theil (1963, p. 103).

10. See Jeffrey G. Williamson, "Wa,r, immigration, and Technology:
American Distributional Experience, 1913-1929," University of Wisconsin,
Graduate Program in Economic History, Discussion Pa,per EH 74-24, April 1974.

11. On trends in wealth distribution between the seventeenth century
and 1860, see Main (1971), Jones (1972), and Da,nie1s (1973-74).

Sol tow found no change in the concentration of Wisconsin wealth
between 1864 and 1927 (or between 1927 and 1963)(p. 11). Yet the fact that
Wisconsin income became less concentrated between 1913 and 1927 suggests
that a closer look would find the state's wealth more concentrated in 1913
tha,n before 1900 or a,fter World War L

12. For an exploration of the possible effects of policies related
to the Civil Wa,r on the distribution of incomes, see Jeffrey G. Williamson,
"Wha,t Should the Civil Wa,r Tariff Have Done Anywa,y?" University of Wisconsin,
Social Science Research Institute, Discussion Pa,per no. 7323, 1973; a,nd his
"Watersheds a,nd Turning Points: Nineteenth Century Capital Formation,
Relative Prices, and the Civil War," University of Wisconsin, Graduate
Program in Economic History, Discussion Pa,per no. 73-20, March 1973.

13. The net decline in inequality and pay ra,tios after World War I
was even mirrored in the behavior of before-tax profit rates, shaky as
estimates of these may be. The crude indirect estimates of industrial
ra,tes of profit by Phelps Brown and Browne (1968, pp. 429-430) dropped from
an average of 11.8 percent for 1889-1913 to an average of 8.0 for 1921-1929.
Stigler's rates of return for manufacturing show no net change from the
1920's to 1950-1958 (1963, p. 12). (Similar drops in inferred profit rates
between prewar deca,des a,nd the 1920' s were registered for the UK and Germany
by Phelps Brown a,nd Browne.)

Mention needs to be made of two series that fail to yield a great
compression of wage ratios between the pre-1929 period and the decade
a,fter World War II. One is the ratio of pa,ttern shop wages to those for



conmron la'bo.rat the McCormick (International Harvester)w.o'crks (Ozal'me
[1962], p. 293). For 'the periods 1'860-1941 and 1946-1959 thiiSsreri,es
beha'ves like 'those in Table 2. But during World War II ,the Mc,Cormick
patternmakers broke away from a,n industrial uni;on and won a handsome
increase relative to cornmon labor. They nev·er lost th·eir new p:ay .premium,
even though the millwrights in the sa.me plant iLost their wartime pr,emium
after the war. What the MCiCormickseries sh(J)ws is simply the diversity
of movements at the individual plant lev.el: while all hroader-based
averages showed a compression of pay differentials during World War II,
in this plant one skilled wage ratio jumped in the oppo'site direction.

The other ratio that fails to follow the great c,ontrac'tion of
differentials is the ratio of nonfarm wa,ge rates to that for farm labor.
After World War I the wages of cornmon industria.l labor rose relative to
those for farm labor, and the wider gap persists today. This means that
cross-sectoral p.ay ratio's using farm labor as the "unskilled" derlOminat·or
have contracted much less sinc·e World Wa,r I than the series in Figures
2 and 3. This result, however, mixes the relative .decline of agricult.ure
in with skill ,differentials, and is not evidence tha.t skilled wage differentials
failed to decline.

14. See Jeffrey ;G. Williamson, "Prices and Urban Inequality, ... 1820-1948"
(1974) " for class-specific cost of living indices.

15. We lack good time series on pay ratios and measures of income
dispersion for lower-income countries, The trend in income dispersion in
India since independence is unclear, while the postwar trend in Puerto
Rico, Argentina, Mexico, and Brazil appears to have been toward inequality
(Paukert [1973J, pp. 107-10,8; Fishlow [1972J, pp. 399-402). These scraps
of evidence, plus the observation that inequality seems positively correlated
with real GNP per capita in acrosB-section of lower-income countries
(Paukert [1973]), offer weak evidence that the trend toward equality is
a feature of high-income countries.

16. There may be other exceptions, but data, problems prevent their
identification. For some .dataon Fr:a,nce and warnings aga,inst using them,
see DECD (1965, pp. 34, 36) a,ndLydall (1968, pp. 188-190).

17. This decelera,tio.n in the growth of schooling for persons entering
the labor force after· 1965 is suggested both by Duncan's calculations based
on attendance rates and by a direct examination of the school days attended
per child of school age, which decelera,ted a,round 1950 (after a previous
retardation during World Wa:r .11). No deceleration is implied, on the other
hand,by the figures.on real educationa,lexpenditures per child of school
age. As will be shown below, postwarpro.sperity has made it possible for
expenditures per child to keep a,ccelera,ting. Expenditures per child, however,
are a measure of one kind of educational in,put, and a,re therefore less
relevant to labor force quality than educational output mea,sures like years
or days of schooling attained.
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18. It is hard to glean even superficial impressions about the rate

of growth of the German labor force, or on what lies behind the apparent
stability of the German skilled wage ratio, between the 1920's and the
postwar years. The picture is clouded mainly by the partition of Germany,
but also by Nazi wage controls and currency breakdown (which also compromises
the comparison of 1924-1929 with the prewar era). For what long-run series
we have on German labor force size and employment, see Walther G. Hoffmann,
Das Wachstum der deutschen Wirtschaft seitder mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts
(Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1965).

19. Note that the exogenous force here is not the shift in demand
itself but instead the whole set of forces, such as improved technology,
that raise income per capita.. The shift in demand away from agriculture
would be the parameter only if one were interested in comparing the actual
course of economic growth with a hypothetical world in which there were no
Engel effects on demand shares for different sectors. The universality of
Engel's Law makes such a counterfactual hypothesis uninteresting.

20. Again see Theil (1963), pp. 114-120, for a mathematical derivation
of the conditions under which the migration from one sector to anot~

raises inequality.

21. The government can also shift the labor-intensity of final demand
with other policies besides its own purchases. Ta.x and tariff policies
are good examples. For an investigation of the relevance of tax and
tariff policies for income distribution in the wake of the Civil War, see
the papers by Williamson cited in footnote 11 above.

22. Between 1947 and 1958 the shift in demand toward government came
primarily at the expense of private consumption, with smaller reductions
in the shares of investment and net exports. This Cold War pattern did not
hold for World War II, when government purchases displaced a more evenly
balanced mixture of consumption, investment, and net exports.

Over the longer period, e.g. 1900-1970, the rise in government
purchases has also come more at the expense of consumption's share than
at the expense of net exports or gross private domestic capital formation.
The relative stability of investment's share of constant-dollar demand is
the reason why the rise of government was not mentioned as a factor reducing
the rate of capital accumulation.

23. See Appendix E of the authors forthcoming book on Fertility and
Scarcity in America.
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